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Relieving SGA Approves New Organizations for Fall Semester
the Crunch
By ANITA KOMUVES

NEWS WRITER

Administrators
Discuss Solutions
for Housing Future
ByBILLCOSGROVE

STAFF WRITER
Trinity will have to confront
a shortage of approximately 180
residential beds due to the closure of Jarvis and Northam as a
result of the Long Walk renovation scheduled for next year.
While admitting that this will be
a challenge to the College's ability to house every student on
campus, administration officials
say that no final decisions have
been made regarding student
housing and that "all options
are being explored/' including
asking upper-class students, to
voluntarily live off campus.
"We dp not anticipate that
all students would want to live
off campus, but we can imagine
that there may be a cohort of
upper-class students who may
want to," said Dean of Students
Fred Alford. "For example,- a
group of four friends who want
to save money, have their own
rooms, not share bathrooms,
cook meals, and to enjoy living
in a quieter environment.
Within a three-mile radius of
campus, students could have
quite a range of choices that
would give them access to campus and to social outlets such as
downtown or West Hartford."
Alford noted that there will be a
designated parking lot for students who choose to live offcampus in order to make commuting easier.
President
Jimmy
Jones
explained the options that
schools have when faced with as
serious a housing crunch as the
one Trinity will face. "There are
basically three responses plausible. One can increase every
available bed space on campus
by putting bunk beds in every
corner. One can help students
find off-campus housing. One
can offer housing off campus
which the institution will
direct," said Jones. "Under Dean
Alford's sturdy leadership, we
are now planning to do all
three."
"There is a chorus of people
at the College who will be coming together to make the necessary decisions [...] and all the
voices will need to be heard and
understood so that the best
decisions possible can be made,"
explained Director of Campus
life Amy DeBaun.
"While it is true that we did
guarantee housing, it is somesee DEAN on page 4

The Student Government
Association listened to presentaiions from representatives of
new student clubs that applied
for funding this semester last
Monday, and voted on budget
allocations right after that. "It is
budgeted for 10 new organizations to get funding a year," said

Brittany English '08, Vice
President- of the
Budget
Committee of SGA. This year
seven new organizations were
approved by the SGA each with
a budget of $500. The newly
approved clubs are the Pep
Band, the Bridge Organization,
Colleges Against Cancer, the
Water Polo Club, the Disc Golf
Association, the Dischords, and
the Trinity Independent Music

A R T S

Collective.
Four clubs that applied were
denied funding, and four other
organizations did not get funding because they were not represented at the meeting on
Monday. "If you don't have a
representative at the meeting we
cannot ask questions, all we
have is the constitution." said
Luvean Myers '07, vice president
of the SGA, regarding clubs that

did not attend.
The four clubs that were
denied approval by SGA are the
Biology Club, the Figure
Skating Club, Trinity Cycling
Club, and the International
Students Association. Some of
these are not entirely new, but
they have to go through the
approval process again because
see ORGANIZATIONS on page 4

R E V I E W

The Connection: A Dark Exploration

Mitch Polin

From left, Connor Wessek '09, David CaMer '08, Lucas Burns '08, Jackie Btunell '10, and others star in The Connection.
By DAPHNE HALLETT

ARTS EDITOR
The characters of
The
Connection are "a little hungry
for a little hope." A hope that
they pursue in the high that follows their interaction with a "gallant white powder." It is a search
to which the audience of Jack
Gelber's play is granted intimate,
and often disturbing, access.
First performed in 1959, The
Connection tears through theatrical and societal boundaries while
it examines a dysfunctional cast
of heroin addicts and the effects

of placing them in a controlled Visitors to this reality are conenvironment as they await their fronted by hollow eyed actors
daily euphoria. This is not a play roaming anxiously through both
in which the cast and the audi- the set and the seating area. Once
ence are deposited neatly in then- the house lights go down and
traditional, very separate, boxes. Jane explains that the audience is
Rather, at the onset of the pro- about to witness a group of heroduction, the producer Jane, in addicts improvising on a script
actress Namrata Bindra '10, written by author Jaybird
informs the audience that it is (Connor Wessels '09), the transiabout to take part in an experi- tion from the outside world to
mental art form that seeks to that of The Connection is begun
break down the traditional walls in earnest. The addicts converse
that confine theatre.
idly for a few moments until Jane
Each theatergoer steps into an returns to the stage to inform
alternate reality the moment they
see HEROIN on page 18
walk into Trinity's Garmany Hall.

Inaugural Lecture Celebrates Economics Professor
By KATIE DALLY

FEATURES EDITOR
McCook Auditorium filled
with a near-capacity crowd of students, professors, and alumni last
Thursday, Oct. 19, to honor
Economics Professor Ward S.
Curran '57 as he presented the
inaugural lecture of the Ward S.
Curran Distinguished Professor of
Economics.
This newly-estabHshed endowed professorship was
given by a generous gift from a former student of Curran's, Peter
Kraus 74. Kraus and his wife, Jill,
donated $3.5 million to the
College's endowment in Curran's
honor.
Kraus is co-chief operating officer of the Investment Management

Division at Goldman Sachs. He is
a former trustee of the College and
has also chaired Trinity's investment committee for many years.
President Jimmy Jones heralded
Kraus's efforts for the CoEege, saying, "Trinity is very fortunate to
have a financier of his caliber
chairing this critically important
committee."

A member of the class of 1957,
Curran went on to earn his MA.
and Ph.D. in Economics at
Columbia University in 1958 and
1961, respectively. He has been
teaching at Trinity since 1960, and
has also taught a once-weekly
course in Corporate Finance at
Yale University for thirty years.
Curran's lecture, entitled
. "Trinity College and Chapter One

Inside
Concerns for Safety
Joe Tarzi discusses the recent
addition of Blue light Zones and
examines the "safety problem" on
campus.

page 7

Halloween Costume
Guide
Juliet Izon lends her fashionable
head to advise on your best bets
for Halloween hotness this year.

page 12

in the Continuing Story of
Financial Economics," discussed
the role of -corporate finance in
academia. Curran explained that,
"Trinity, unlike nearly all, if not all
of the liberal arts colleges in at
least the northeast has long had an
undergraduate course in corporate
finance." Corporate Finance was
see CURRAN on page 13
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To the Editor:
The response to last week's
chalking fiasco demonstrated a
troubling truth to me about
Trinity's outcry for "tolerance."
Prior to the 2004 election, the
College Republicans decided to
chalk up the campus in a fashion
similar to those done by EROS
two weekends ago. The following
day the chalkings were scratched
out and altered in a significantly
more hostile manner than the
ones we saw this Parent's
Weekend. Being a freshman at the
time, I assumed that the vandalism was simply the response of a
handful of students expressing
their hatred for contrary viewpoints. And while I thought there
would be an outcry against censoring of a viewpoint, there was
nothing. No email to the school
bringing the issue to everyone's
attention or to schedule a forum
to discuss the intolerance of those
with non-progressive viewpoints.
No front page article in the
Tripod addressing the issue. The
only thing heard was probably the
chuckle of faculty and students as

Take a Stand
Each Trinity student matriculates with a mind full of ideas,
preconceptions, and well-articulated ideas formed under the
direct guidance and subtle influence of family, friends, and
teachers. Views one holds at 18
years old are bound to change
with a new environment and a
new set of influences, and part
of higher education is to help
students examine their most
closely held beliefs.
However, this process would
be incomplete," indeed futile,
without taking it a step further:
young adults must explore ways
to express their ideas as well.
Abstract, unarticulated opinion
that just lies dormant in an individual mind contributes neither
to intellectual debate nor to personal development.
All American citizens are
afforded the opportunity, even
more often than in most other
democracies, to elect leaders.
.The age group to which most
Trinity students belong, 18-24,

is, according to the American
National. Election Survey, the
least likely to vote. Without
expressing leader preferences in a
formal way - through voting we remain passive in one of the
most vital methods for self-determination. Without voting, we
effectively surrender the right' to
complain about our government
leadership.
General congressional elections may seem abstract and
removed from everyday life. So
what about issues closer to
home? Students love to bemoan
the
Student
Government
Association's bureaucracy or
lack of power or insulation from
the needs of students. But few
people get involved and run for
office, and even fewer simply
show up to meetings to voice
their concerns. Without participating in an open forum, we
lose any positive impact our criticism may have.
Sometimes these efforts at
participation seem to fall short.

The Tripod remains a democratic medium and a forum for
expression
and the
free
exchange of ideas. Some disagree with the views expressed
by Tripod writers, and believe
that the space on its pages is
reserved for a narrow group of
students expressing a narrow set
of beliefs. The Tripod's
Opinions section and Editorial
page, however, are open to anyone who cares to pen his or her
views. Some weeks, the pages
are packed; others, the editors
are scrambling to find text to
fill what often seem like vast
spaces of white. The editors will
never, however, omit an article
because they disagree with its
message.
In the course of developing
our ideas, it is vital that we find
productive ways to express them
and generate change and discourse. Otherwise, as the stellar
rap duo, "Salt'N'Peppa" once
said, "Opinions are like assholes, cuz everybody's got one."
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they read the messages on their
way to classes.
The chalkings of last week
exposed something more prevalent than homophobia at Trinity.
They showed us a serious double
standard at Trinity. The cries for
freedom of speech only emerge
when the school's liberal view
points are threatened. It is difficult to disagree with the h'beral
ideology on campus without getting labeled as a homophobe,
which I will probably be for writing this, or a racist. Granted,
homosexuality and political preference are very different, but both
should deserve the same protections that the school seems to so
proudly preach. The school needs
to realize that vandalism or censorship of any message is wrong.
MICHAEL FAUCETTE
CLASS OF 2008

Less Homophobia in
Business World
To the Editor:
I read with moderate interest
the story about the EROS chalkings and the subsequent chalkings by other members of the
Trinity community. Although the
story presented a number of facts,
what struck me is that the
reporter strayed from reporting
the facts to editorializing by
choosing to describe the nonEROS chalkings as "vandalism."
While I am certainly not missing the larger point of the article,
I take issue with describing only
the "rebuttal" chalkings as vandalism. Regardless of current custom, Trinity's walkways exist to
serve as convenient footpaths and
not as outlets for expressing personal views, and any chalking at
all frankly constitutes vandalism.
One could debate whether any
harm is done, and thankfully the
chalk-on-pavement medium is
not permanent. However, to
stake out a piece of property
which is not your own, and to
deface it with one's own "art" or
statement of personal or group
beliefs, is no different than ghetto taggers' "expressions" of their
gang colors, mottos and
emblems. Simply because the
next group along changed the
appearance or meaning of the
first group's markings doesn't
make the first group noble and

The

the second group miscreants.
They are equally guilty of vandalism.
My greatest eye-opening takeaway was that the EROS group
was approached and asked for
"equal time," which they freely
granted and even provided chalk.
That, to me, was the "man bites
dog" news. The rest of the story
was barely newsworthy; since
from the dawn of civilization
men and women who have not
lived their lives in complete harmony with the rest of their tribe
have been ostracized, or worse,
for their different beliefs and/or
behaviors. Is it right? Heavens,
no, but it is a fact of human
nature to be recognized and dealt
with.
Digressing just a bit, my time
at Trinity spanned the transition
from an all-male school to a fully
coeducational one. The times
then were such that coming out
was essentially unheard of, but
fortunately, neither were there
any Matthew Shepherd-like incidents.
Fast forward 30-plus years to
today: I will offer the observation
that in the contemporary workplace, I see virtually none of the
ostracizing and stigmatizing for
reasons of sexual preference
which appear to be in the air at
Trinity today. Even in my conservative aerospace engineering environment, within a huge Fortune
100 company, we're there to get a
job done and social issues are just
that - social - and have no bearing on one's performance, status,
or advancement. As the father of
a gay man, I am sensitized to this
issue and l a m gratified that realworld consequences of an alternative lifestyle are virtually nil, at
least in my workplace. I offer this
not for direct comparison to
campus life at Trinity, but rather
as encouragement to Trinity students for what lies ahead in the
GARY A. SMITH
CLASS OF 1972
The choice to term the anonymous chalkings and not the EROS
chalkings "vandalism" was made due
to their different purposes. While
EROS chalkings were attributed and
constitute-an original, creation, the
others' sole goal was to deface
EROS's chalkings. - The Editors

Tripod Mini-Feed
On a scale of dance parties to the
midterm crunch*

*with late night spontaneous study-break celebrations with fellow allnighter-pullers being a 10 and the work causing all-nighters being a 1

midterms: 0
Okay, this is kind of a cop-out, but MFs life is kind
of a mess right now. Thanks, midterms.
Career Services: 8

Hint: check out their handy-dandy career aptitude
test. MF likes the idea that filling in bubbles might
tell her what to do with her life. At least now she
knows that she is not cut out to be a lumberjack or
pastry chef.
,
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New Facilities System Pleases Students Construction Will Lead
to Permanent Changes

say an issue had been resolved,"
said Christina Gray, Area
Coordinator for South Campus,
The breakdown of a radiator commenting on the old system's
at the Smith dormitory and the complexity.
subsequent actions of the
"There seem to be fewer steps
Buildings and Grounds Facilities this way, which seems to allow
Department has prompted an for more accurate information,"
inquiry on maintenance at Gray said. Other college staff
Trinity.
members agree with Gray. "The
A new system of reporting new Help Desk system is much
physical plant problems was better than the old system
adopted at the start of the school because it eliminates the chance
year. "The majority of mainte- of the request being lost," said
nance requests are routed to us Justin Pool, Senior Resident
through the new Maintenance Assistant for Area Two.
Help Desk (extension. 5300).
However, the new system's
The desk works exactly like the simplicity creates different probcomputer h«lp desk." "A person lems. Updates are non-existent,
calls reporting the problem and a and work tickets contain no time
work ticket is created," said Sally frame for a repair and no explaKate, Director of Facilities. She nation of how a problem will be
explained that the ticket is direct- solved. Heating was shut off in
ed to maintenance, custodial, Jackson after.the radiator burst
access control, or the grounds in Smith, for example, and no
staff. After the problem has one was told when it would be
been resolved, an e-mail notice is restored. "When you have multisent back to the individual.
ple residents complaining about
Both students and college something and you know nothstaff have praised the new sys- ing more about the situation
tem. "I personally prefer having other than you put in a work
the students (or staff members) order, it can be frustrating," Pool
with a facilities issue contact said.
Facilities directly. This way they
Students accustomed to the
are kept informed of the progress previous maintenance system are
on their issues, as opposed to last not aware that they must directly
year when they would often call report a problem to the Help
myself (or the RAs) who would Desk. "We have run into diffithen call Facilities, who would culties when residents have told
then call myself (or my RAs) and their RAs of problems, but have
we would then call the student to not called extension 5300 to
By DANIEL ZAUDERER

NEWS WRITER

report the situation," said Katz.
Overheating in residence halls
is the most pressing issue related
to facilities maintenance. "My
room is boiling and there's no
way to cool it down," said
Spencer Durland c08. Students,
rather than
the Facilities
Department, seem to be responsible for overheating. "I understand that it can get very warm
and often students will open
their windows rather than wait
for the heat to shut off.
Unfortunately, when windows are
open (and often left open all
day), this gives the thermostats a
false reading which leads to the
heater remaining on; this can
sometimes account for the heat
in some of the buildings," said
Gray.
Students and faculty agree
that the Facilities Department
responds to issues within its control quickly and efficiently. "I
have called Facilities before, to
report things needing attention
in the bathroom. The next day
someone was in the bathroom
investigating the problem and
addressing it appropriately," said
Kristina Miner '08.
"I have never experienced
any problems with the Facilities
department. They have always
responded quickly to any maintenance issues that I have brought
to their attention," said Joseph
see VANDALISM page 5

By JAMES KUKSTIS

over the next few years other
departments will be moved permanently
to
the Trinity
With the impending renova- Commons as well. The Business
tions fast approaching, the Office,
Payroll,
Student
offices in the Seabury buildings Accounts, and Development
and the dance studios, also Offices are among those that
housed there, will be relocated will be moved to Trinity
Commons
for
to the Trinity
good,
academic
Commons,
a
"My guess is that faculprograms
and
renovation
of
ty, staff, and students
departments
the
former
would then be
CPTV building.
will be very pleased
moved into the
Classes
that
with the addition of
would normally
open space in
the Trinity Commons
meet in Seabury
the
Williams
will meet in variBuilding into the
Memorial buildous, undecided
College's inventory and ing.
places
around
There are curwith the renovations of
campus.
rently
four
Jarvis and Seabury."
Moving to a
spaces
in
building set far
Seabury desigon a corner of
nated as dance
- President Jimmy Jones
campus
where
studios. In the
few ' classrooms
T r in i t y
are held is bound to be an Commons, four rehearsal stuinconvenience for Trinity profes- dios have been built with that
sors, but the Trinity Commons specific purpose in mind. With
has been outfitted to meet the the design work done with input
need. With about 100 offices, from members of the Theater
the building will temporarily and Dance department, the
house the departments of rooms are equipped with the
History, American Studies, appropriate accouterments, such
Classics, the David Endowment, as mirrors, proper acoustics and
Modern Languages, and Political lighting, and flooring designed
Science.
for many different types of
The Registrar's Office will be
see COMMONS on page 5
moved there permanently, and
NEWS WRITER

Admissions Notto Be Mayor Perez Discusses Hartford Issues
Effected By Renovations
ni
which iSj again, sort of these towngown sort of issues that under normal circumstances would probably
TRINITY TRIPOD-. You've talked be a lot more tense, and I don't
about how Trinity is helping think there was any tension. The
Hartford, is there anything neighborhood received the conHartford is doing or has done to cept of it being off campus well
help Trinity?
For example, I and worked on traffic and relocabelieve that the City of Hartford tion issues and all that had to happicked up a substantial amount of pen in order to make that site posthe new hockey rink.
sible.
.

By JOE TARZI

OPINIONS EDITOR

By NICOLE DUBOWITZ

NEWS WRITER
The renovations taking place
in Jarvis and Seabury starting
next summer will undoubtedly
affect social and academic life at
Trinity, but according to the
Admissions and Financial Aid
Office, admissions will not be
affected.
Rumors circulating around
campus have stated that current
freshmen may have to live off
campus next year, which Dean of
Students Fred Alford has labeled
as partially true, stating that housing is not guaranteed for all four
years. This has created some concern among current freshmen,
and may influence applicants
who may have qualms about
attending a Trinity where their
housing is not guaranteed all four
years.
"The Admissions Office is
being frank with our prospective
students about Jarvis and
Seabury," said President Jimmy
Jones. The risk of losing current
students seems to be even less of
a concern. Jones said, "I do not
quite see how retention or admissions would be adversely influenced by the 15-month inconveniences we all will face [...] when we
take the buildings off line," Jones
said.
In fact, when it comes-to the

renovations, the ends should certainly justify the means.
"Rarely does a week go by in
admissions that I don't hear a
returning alumnus or alumna
remark enthusiastically about
many physical changes that have
occurred on campus over the past
years," said Larry Dow, Dean of
Admissions. "While ongoing construction may not enhance the
beauty of the campus in the
short-term, most visitors fully
appreciate the fact that such a
project is a sure sign of progress
and aesthetic improvement of the
campus. I am absolutely sure that
the Jarvis/Seabury project will
evoke the same response from visitors and future students, and that
students currently enrolled will
forgive the temporary inconvenience as a necessary step toward a
more attractive, functional campus." President Jones agreed that
"the end result should be exceptional."
Some freshmen feel strongly
about living on campus that they
would consider transferring if
they were to live off-campus. "As
much as I love this school, if I
couldn't live on campus I would
think about transferring," said
Ben Hayes '10. "Getting to classes
will take a much longer time and
my whole day would have to be
see RETENTION on page 6

PEREZ: Not the city, the state, but
the benefits are going be great We
supported that application and
obviously the state would not have
allowed Trinity to get that public
money unless it had a community
component to it. I was part of the
negotiations and it wasn't like, "In
order to get the money you have to
do this," it was, "You're getting the
money; let's figure out how to
make it a true community benefit,"
and Trinity was committed to that.
We've also had use of fields and
the athletic center through a 35year NCAA sports summer program with 350 kids every year.
That's the kind of thing that's
going to happen and continue
with the hockey facility. And yes,
it got some public subsidy otherwise they probably couldn't build
it. We also had to cooperate to
allow Trinity to acquire the property and obviously the building is
not an architectural gem, but we
knew that there was cooperation
from the zoning and planning
point of view to allow the facility
to be off-campus, so to speak,

TT-. Moving on to general relationships between the students and the
city: there are many students at
Trinity who would consider
Hartford very unsafe, and some
who are actually afraid to go out
into the city. How would you convince them otherwise?
EP: Try it, you'll like it! Most students I think would not have the
full educational opportunities fulfilled if they just stay on the cruise
ship and never come ashore to
enjoy all the good things that
Hartford has both academically
and in terms of diversity. We have
a miniature United Nations kind of
flavor; we have every section of the
world represented here. I think
that someone who stays in
Hartford for four years and never
experiences city life, even if you're
going to be a mapmaker, there are
things that are going to make you
a better student and a better citizen
of the world because you had these
opportunities. In a small city with
all trie kind of diversity and challenges of large urban communities,

especially for kids who don't
understand urban situations, getting off the campus and experiencing an internship, volunteering,
and using the city as an extended
classroom will cause them to
become more rounded citizens.
They may miss an opportunity, but
you can still become a great math
major on the cruise ship, I grant
you that But if you're going to
look at government and policy, it's
a good place to be.
771 Moving in the opposite direction, is there anything that Trinity
can do to help the community take
better advantage of the campus?
EP: I always push for the college
not to wall itself off. Trinity once
was the school up on the hill and
we were the town and the two
should never meet. One of the reasons that the city allowed for
Vernon Street to be incorporated
into the campus was that it was a
safety issue, with traffic and too
many people crossing the street
and we were bound to have an accident. But it was also a gesture to
Trinity to keep its assets open to
the community, whether it's
Cinestudio or a number of student
activities such as concerts on the
lawn, which are part of Hartford
tradition and people still come
from around the region for the
Carillon concerts. So there are a
lot of activities and the campus has
see PEREZ on page 6
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Dean Alford Debunks Housing Rumors Organizations Confused
With SGA Standards
continued from page 1

Class of 2010 necessitated the
need for DeBaun to find additimes not possible to honor such tional housing off campus over
statements when buildings, for this past summer. Forty students
renovation purposes, have to be have been housed there for the
removed from the housing inven- 2006-2007 academic year. The
tory," said Jones when asked CCI is a former luxury hotel
about the College's pledge to built by Aetna that is located 1.4
guarantee students housing for miles away from campus, on the
corner of Farmington Avenue
all four years.
and Sigourney
"There is no
Street^
It
Harry
Potter
"We all simply have to includes
an
wand store to be
work together in a col- indoor basketfound on this
ball court, a
one. We all simlegial manner to get
3,500
squareply have to work
through the 15 months foot fitness centogether in a color so when Jarvis and ter, and a restaulegial manner to
get through the
Seabury are necessarily rant that is
staffed by the
15 months or so
off-line."
culinary
stuwhen Jarvis and
dents.
Seabury are necesDeBaun said
sarily off-line."
- President Jimmy Jones
she and her staff
For most stuconsidered
dents, living on
campus is very convenient "bringing in trailers, tripling up
because classes, the library, din- current students, moving current
ing halls, social and sporting faculty and staff off-campus, and
events, lectures, and extracurricu- renovating additional buildings
lar groups all meet on campus, on Crescent Street." All of those
just a five or 10 minute walk options were deemed too costly,
not physically feasible, unable to
from residential halls.
This is the First year . that meet the number of required
Trinity students have been beds, or could not be accomhoused off campus at the plished in the time available. But
Connecticut Culinary Institute. for now, DeBaun, while stressing
An unanticipated increase in the that "no decisions have yet been
College's admissions yield for the made," reports that "all options

are being explored."
Jones, Alford, and DeBaun all
stressed that "We will do everything we can to find as many bed
spaces as humanly possible on
campus." The administration is
also working with the SGA to
address the issue.
Verdell Walker '09, who serves
as the Chairwoman of the SGA's
Housing Committee, recently
met with DeBaun and Associate
Director for Residential Life
Susan Salisbury to discuss
options for alleviating the shortage of beds over the next few
years. "The meeting went well,"
said Walker. "Among the options
on the table are upsizing rooms,
improving life at CCI, turning
lounges into rooms, and encouraging more students to study
abroad."
Walker plans on hosting a
forum where students can voice
their thoughts on the housing
crunch and she plans on circulating a survey in order to gauge
student opinions. "My committee and I are working on a proposal that we plan to submit to
the administration by the end of
the month or the first week in
November at the latest," she said.
Her goal as Chairwoman of the
Housing Committee is to help
"provide as many students with
housing as possible."

President's Fellows 2006-2007
American Studies
Emma S. Bayer

Jewish Studies
Cheryl E. Gerber

Anthropology
Evan Langweiler .

Mathematics
Laura C. Maloney

Biology
Siobhan M. Knight

odern Languages and Literature
Katie E. Gordon

Biochemistry
Scott S. Dale

Music
Ashley N. Vitha

Chemistry
Jenny L.
Classics
Geoff B. Piasio

Neuroscience
,-*"*Margaret A. Moult
^ v
^_s,

Philosophy
Robert J. Baehr

Computer Science
James M. Piette - Computer Sen nt<Russell S. Smith - Computer Cooic 'n«i

Physics
J$onathan B. Boreyko

Political Science
Monica L. Rober

Educational Studies
Jessica N. Wagner

Psychology
Rebecca C. Herter

Engineering
Susmita Bhandari

Public Policy and Law
Nora L. Steinman
Religion
Katharine L. Dougherty

Environmental Science
KyleE. Pias

Sociology
Christina L. Perrotti

Fine Arts
Diane E. Einsiedler - Art History
Leah C. Thomas - Studio Arts
History
Vanessa A. Holguin
International Studies
Jared R. Hoffman

ago, and they reapplied this
year," Myers said as an example.
"The Biology Club used to be
an organization here; it also lost
its funds, and we did not
approve them this year. We did
not think that the SGA should

The SGA does not have
clear-cut criteria for organizations "When the SGA votes to
approve organizations, we focus
on whether or not the organization can operate without funding," said English.

The Gavel: SGA This Week

Economics
Drew R. Murphy

English
Erin L. Harris

be funding something that
could be funded by the departthey went inactive in the previ- ment. The Biology Club told us
ous years. First, a club and its that only lectures and things like
constitution has to be approved that would be funded by the
by the Office of Campus Life to [Biology] department, but they
be able to exist on campus, and wanted to go on excursions and
then it has to be approved by things like that, too. We told
them to reapply in the spring.
the SGA for funding.
"If they are approved one Hopefully they will do that
year, as long as they send in all because it is a good organizathe paperwork the following tion," she continued.
Another organization that
year,
it
is
automatically
went inactive
approved.
Once
and had to rethey are approved
"I haven't heard of
apply is the
they are always
anyone going back and International
approved,"
said
S t u d e n t
Myers.
The
looking over how
Association,
process is automatorganizations were
which
was
ic; there is no evalusing
their funds. That denied funduation of how the
ing.
specific clubs used
would probably be a
"My main
their funds in the
good idea to do
problem with
previous year. "I
though. "
the process is
haven't heard of
that I do not
anyone going back
know what criand looking over
- Luvean Myers '07
teria the SGA
how organizations
uses to evaluwere using their
funds. That would probably be a ate the organizations, how they
good idea to do "though," said make a decision. I still do not
Myers, adding that she does not have any information about it,"
know how the SGA 01 its budg- said Dora Turjan, president of
et committee would be able to ISA. "The most annoying part is
that I did not even get a notifido that.
"In terms of organizations cation about the decision; I got
that are already approved, they to know from hearsay that my
may lose their base budget if organization was denied fundthey do not submit an end of ing. Well, it is true that we can
the year report. This was the operate and have fun without
case for some organizations this funding, but if we have no
past year," English said. In this money, we have to give up our
case, the club's budget is not ideas of organizing international
approved automatically but has cooking parties and theme
to appeal to SGA for funding nights for different foreign
countries and cultures, events
again.
"The water polo club was an that would have been open to
organization at Trinity, and then the whole campus," Turjan
they lost their funds three years added.
continued from page 1

Theater and Dance
Ellen C. Kaye

Women Gender and Sexuality
Anita R. Gooding
The President's Fellows Program was inaugurated in 1974 with two primary
purposes in mind: to honor seniors who had compiled outstanding
academic records in their major field; and to give Presidents an
opportunity to talk with some of Trinity's most accomplished and
worldly-wise students about a range of topics.
Each academic department and program has its own method to determine the one
senior major named President's Fellows.

Rumors Busted
Senator Kelli Lane y09 definitively addressed the issue Monday
that Mather puts laxatives in the food, which is not true.
Another rumor circulating recently that was put down was that
Chartwells puts starch on the lettuce at the salad bar to counter the suspected anorexia at Trinity.
Logo Contest
The SGA is running a Logo contest open to all Trinity Students.
The challenge is to design a logo by the students for the student
run SGA. The Prize is $50 in flex and a $50 gift certificate to the
Westfarms Mall. Hand your designs in at the Mather Front
Desk; they are due by Monday, Oct. 30.
Appointments
The SGA elected students to six different committees on Oct.
23. The Students will be directly involved with the faculty on
ways to improve student life on campus.
Katherine West '07 and Chris Giacolone '07 were elected to
Academic Affairs, and Nate Maggiotto '10 and Brittney English
'08 were elected to Admissions and Financial Aid. The College
Affairs Committee consists of Joe Tarzi '08, Carrie Landis '07,
Steve Simchak '08, and Nathan Maggiotto '10. The Curriculum
Committee members are Whitney Hart '09, Emily Cooperman
'08, and Elysha Padilla MO. Elliott Katz '09 and Brittany Alvino
'08 were elected to Financial Affairs Committee.
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Vandalism Aggravates Facilities Issues
continued from page 3
Kohlman, an Area Coordinator.
"Whenever I have put a work
order in, Facilities has responded
within 48 hours. Considering
the number of buildings that
they are responsible for, I think
this is a good response time,"
Gray said.
Students have complained
that the department's responses
are of lower quality on nights
and weekends.
Katz explains, "During regular business hours, we have a full
staff available to respond. After
hours, we need to call people in
to respond so in the evening or
on weekends it may take us a bit

of time to get people on campus
to diagnose and fix problems."
Most problems that occur on
the weekend and nights are the
result of irresponsible, inebriated
students. "Weekends tend to be
a bit lagging in care, but that is
not the worker's fault; it is the
fault of the students who go a bit
crazy and disregard taking
responsibility for the physical
condition of the building," said
Miner.
"In the first six weeks of
school we had to spend a large
amount of time fixing problems
that were caused directly by malicious vandalism, said Katz.
"There was no reason for students to have poured beer into

fire alarm panels, vandalize elevators, pulling bathroom accessories off the walls, breaking windows, or pulling on doors until
they break".
Katz offered a solution to
weekend responses. "Residents
should work toward decreasing
repairs that are needed due to
vandalism instead of creating
them. If we could decrease vandalism, we could redirect staff
and resources to fixing problems
that occur through normal wear
and tear. To that end, the staff
of Facilities works incredibly
hard to respond to the needs of
the Trinity community in the
fastest and safest ways possible,"
she said.

Campus Safety Report
Saturday, Oct. 21
11:05 p.m.
Campus Safety was dispatched to the Funston dormitory, where a student reported that her Trinity I.D. was
stolen while she was at WalMart. The matter was
reported to the Dean of Students.
11:09 p.m.
Hartford Police officers were dispatched to the
Fieldhouse, where they arrested a student on charges of
assault. The student assaulted a staff member when
asked for his Trinity I.D.

Sunday, Oct. 22
1:39 a.m.
Campus Safety was dispatched to Wheaton dormitory,
where a student reported that her Trinity I.D. was
stolen out of her purse while at the '80s party. The matter was reported to the Dean of Students.

4:56 a.m.
Campus Safety was dispatched to High Rise, where a
student reported that the Djs from the '80s party had
stolen I.D.s and credit cards. AH property was returned
to the students, and the matter is being investigated.
7:30 p.m.

While two students were walking along the Lower Long
Walk, they were approached by two youths, ages 18-19,
who were donning ski masks. One of the individuals
approached the students, showed a knife, and said,
"That's what I thought," before running off. Three individuals were stopped on Summit Street, but the students did not identify any of the individuals.
NtckVasquez
Incidents of vandalism, like this one in Jones dormitory, distract Buildings and Grounds from other facilities issues.

News In Brief
College Receives $39.5 Million
Anonymous Donation
Trinity College announced on Oct. 20 a donation from three
anonymous philanthropic commitments totaling $39.5 million. The
three unnamed donors have insisted that their identities not be
released publicly as conditions of their gift commitments.
The gifts represent the donors' interests in three fundamental
areas: endowed faculty chairs, financial aid opportunities for
recruiting international students, and general endowment The balance of the gifts is targeted for the College's general endowments
to improve the level of unrestricted income and to help reduce the
College's reliance on tuition. At present, about 70 percent of the
College's operating budget comes from tuition and fees.
Approximately $12 million of these recent pledges has been paid to
date. The balance will be received in increments over the next several years.
Commenting on these anonymous gift investments in Trinity,
President Jimmy Jones said, "There are two irrefutable facts about
the excellence of nationally-ranked liberal arts colleges: high-caliber
faculty and students are at the core of a college's excellence; and
the size and breadth of a college's endowment seeds educational
opportunity. These commitments to Trinity are simply extraordinary, and very strategic."

Heischman Presented with Award
The National Association of Episcopal Schools awarded Daniel
R. Heischman with the John D. Vedery for "outstanding service to
Episcopal schools and the board."
Heischman, an accomplished teacher of religion and ethics,
came to Trinity from St. Albans School in Washington, D.C., where
he was head of the Upper School since 1994, as well as serving as
a member of the clergy at the Washington National Cathedral. He
also taught at the Trinity School in New York City and the Charles E.
Smith Jewish Day School in Rockville, MD. !n both 2000 and 2003
he earned the Presidential Scholars Teacher Recognition Award.
Heischman received his B.A. from the College of Wooster, Master's
Degrees from Cambridge and Yale, and his Doctorate of Ministry
from the Princeton Theological Seminary. •

Commons to House Business Offices
continued horn page 3
dance. The CPTV recording studio has been renovated into a
performance lab space. Until a
new arts building arrives on
campus, these spaces will be
used.
The acquisition of the CPTV
building in 2004 made the renovation of Seabury more feasible.
When construction is done on
other college campuses, these
colleges are forced to bring in
trailers or rent off-site spaces for
use while work is taking place.
Since Trinity has the Trinity
Commons, the College has been
spared this expense.
"At Trinity we are fortunate
to have a building here on campus that can be a permanent
home or short/long term host
to departments when the need
to renovate arises," said Director
of Facilities Sally Katz. "We have
built into the plan of Trinity
Commons the ability to be flexible in order to accommodate
the needs of many different
types of functions." Maximum
usage of this space is expected
for the next 15 or so years.
The Trinity Commons is a
two-story space with offices and
dance studios on the first floor,
and offices and common spaces
on the second. It is located on
the southwest corner of campus,
behind Summit and MCEC.
President Jimmy Jones is not
worried about the faculty being
annoyed by the building's lack

of proximity.
"My guess is that faculty,
staff, and students will be very
pleased with the addition of the
Trinity Commons Building into
the College's inventory and with
the renovations of Jarvis and
Seabury," Jones said. "These
sorts of issues are never facile or
quick to resolve. The various faculty and staff committees
together with the tireless work
of Sally Katz and Tom Fusciello,
Trinity's project manager, have

done yeoman's work that should
benefit Trinity for decades to
come."
The Registrar's Office will
have to schedule classes without
Seabury's classroom
space,
because the Trinity Commons
will not have any classrooms,
and there are no plans to house
any classes there. "This will be
challenging," said Vice President
for Planning Paula Russo, "but a
review of classroom usage indicates that it is quite doable."

*m

Wii! Cyphers
The new Trinity Commons will temporarily house certain academic departments.
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Perez Encourages Trin Students to Explore Hartford
continued from page 3
to continue to keep its doors open
and its invitation for people to add
to the flavor of Trinity. I know
there's a portion of students who
appreciate that more than others.
TT: On Sept. 24 there was an
assault on a student by a Hartford
resident on Crescent Street and I
was wondering if there were any
plans to increase police presence
and safety in Frog Hollow and the
South End.
EP: There is a current plan called
the Community Policing Program
in the city of Hartford which
allows us to deploy police forces
wherever needed and Trinity is part
of a neighborhood The Frog
Hollow/Barry Square neighborhood gets a significant amount of
attention because our community
policing model is based on prevention and where crimes happen and
that's where the police forces go
and when we experience any activity like that we will redeploy our
resources.
We enjoy a great working relationship with the campus including a time when we've had an incident or two like this and Trinity
has hired offduty Hartford police
officers to go and deal with that.
hi this case, I'm not familiar with
the actual deployment, it might
have happened over the weekend,
but we have a conditions unit in
each of the four precincts and the
conditions unit will deal with the
condition that you just mentioned.

If it was a rash of assaults that needed attention, the conditions unit
will be deployed over and above
the patrolling officers. I'm not
familiar with that specific incident
but I know that the President's
office would contact me if that was
not going well. Plus you have
Chris Lyons, who is the director of
security, a former Hartford cop;
Chris was in the class with the officers who are on the street. I'm sure
that between Chris and Deputy
Chief Lopez who is in charge of
the whole south end the problem
will be dealt with.

ing to position ourselves so we and students are saying they're trycould go to the NHL and we have ing to bring West Hartford Center
two people with checkbooks ready to Hartford. What is the status of
who are willing to be team owners that project? Is it still in the works?
and investors as well and the
Speaker of the House is waiting for EP: Well it is, but not at the level
us and he'll champion it at the of excitement that we had once
state legislature. "We won't be able hoped. But it's run by the state
to do this as a city project, it has to and we've been an active particibe a regional/state project but the pant and provided some assistance.
stars are lining up.
But we're now looking at downtown west, and that's really the
TT: Somewhat off topic from entertainment center of the city,
Trinity relations, but do you feel and those nightclubs and restauthat Hartford is hurt by the lack of rants, the stuff around the Civic
a county government, by the lack Center, it has a lot more potential
of a regional government?
than Adrian's Landing and Front
TT: Moving on to things that
Street. I don't think that even
would be likely to get more Trinity EP: Yes, but that's never going to when we thought Front Street [was
students into Hartford ... There happen. Twenty-five years ago, I going to be big] it would just have
have been rumors that the city is was convinced Connecticut was been one more destination point.
trying to woo an NHL team to hurt by not having a county govOur biggest plan in order to
replace the Whalers.
ernment system where we would make all these plans work is to have
have another option of how to do 3,000 to 5,000 more people living
Obviously, running downtown and those things will
EP: Rumors! That's a fact! That's a business.
fact! I am convinced that because schools, public works, water, sewer, start coming. We have hit our
we're one of the few markets that are generally done better in a coun- 2,000 units downtown and 10 years
could afford to bring in a national ty system rather than in 169 small ago that was unthinkable. And the
sports franchise we are nowmunicipalities. So yes, but I don't supermarket is coming next year
requesting proposals for national see that as a solution anytimeand and those were all things that peoarchitectural firms to compete to the state suffers from the inefficien- ple thought was impossible and
commission a study to look at if cy of trying to manage that many now most of them have been done
we're going to redo the Civic municipalities, but that's a whole and we're in our second wave of
Center. What does that mean? Do lecture I could do for Government can we do more condos, can we do
we do it at the present site? Do we 101. We're a very home-ruled state, more stuff around the park, can we
maybe because we're older than get another thousand units? There
build a new arena?
Armed with that information the constitution. It's very difficult are about 400 units on the drawing
we plan to be at the legislature this for us; the only things we've done board now, if we get those online
year with a proposal to try and is sheriffs and water at the county it's easy to think about the next
500.
build a hockey arena in downtown leveL
Hartford and obviously students
are going to be a significant market TT. Last question, there have been TT: Thank you very much.
[for] that. So, no, it's more than a rumors for years about the Front
rumor, we are very engaged in try- Street/Adrian's Landing project EP: My pleasure.

I
lICAP is looking to hire recent graduates for their Broker)
I Training Program, and 30 full-time and 30 summer interns come j
| sprtng for their global programs in New York and London. We are I
! seeking high caliber, entrepreneurial, team-spirited individuals with
I the drive to succeed fn a challenging, high pressure and dynamic j
| environment
I Smst & Young is currency seeking Transfer Pricing/
| Economic Consultants. These positions require excel lent
i organizational, analytical and verbal/written communlcatian skills. If
you have the ability to thrive In a fast-paced, professional services
j environment we may have the right position for you!
| Louis Dreyfus is currently looking to recruit for the
I Commodity Trader/Risk Manager Program, Seeking
exceptional college graduates eager to demonstrate their potential
to help us meet our goal of expanding our global buslI ness. Candidates must be abie to act decisively, think critically and
I communicate well. Campus interviews 11 /2. ,
I Carney, Sandoe & Associates is an educational recruitment
I firm that places Teachers and Administrators in private,
independent and like-fcSnd (charter, magnet, pilotand merit) schools
across the nation, Placement services are completely FREE for ail
candidates and teacher certification is not required.
j Campus Interviews J 111.
I Berkshire Capital Securities is seeking graduates with strong
I mathematical aid writing skills for an Analyst position. Analysts
j must be able to handle multiple tasks simultaneously and manage
I their time efficiently. Travel and flexibility concerning work hours
j are also necessary elements of the position. Campus interviews
"l-l/IGL
For more details on any of our current job
openings, please log into Trinity Recruiting
(http://trincoll.erecruiting.cpni)

Retention
Not To Be
Affected
continued from page 3
based on catching a ride to campus [...] but hey, what do I have to
worry about? I live in North!"
Given the attacks that have
taken place on Crescent Street ,on
the outskirts of campus, Trinity's
guaranteed housing for four years
is a major selling point not only
for students, but their parents.
"I know a few people here
whose parents would not allow
them to live off campus even for
one year, and who will pull them
out of Trinity. They feel like that's
not what they're paying for," said
Melissa Iitwack '10. "If they're
going to make anyone live off
campus I think it should be seniors, who will have to be on their
own soon and it might be a good
transition for them."
Some students are excited by
the idea of living off campus. "As
long as we had the same kind of
facilities off campus as we have
on, like dining and laundry, I
would prefer to live off campus"
said Jamie Gale s10. "I'd like to
have more independence and freedom."
Zach Rosenthal '10 wouldn't
transfer either. He explains,
"Academics are my chief priority
here and my Irving situation won't
do anything to reduce the quality."

Info Sessions
IAXA Financial, Inc.
! Students interested in becoming afinanceprofessional and have a
| strong business background and a personal history of success. You
| should be resufts-driven, possess unequivocal honesty and integrity
j skills and be motivated to helping others achieve financial security
; info Session Is schedule for Wednesday, November! at 6:00prn.

I Practice interviews
I These interviews are mandatory for seniors participating in any of
Boston, New York, or Washington DC Recruiting events. However,
| all students are welcome. They will run from 6:30pm until 8:30pm
| at half hour intervals on Wednesday, October 25 and Thursday,
| October 2& Stop by, email, or call, to set up a practice interview.
You must bring a blank videotape wlih you, dress irt a business suit,
I and provide us with a copy of your resume at least 48 hours in
| advance of your Interview.

iGoimPIRG
| Address real problems; get meaningful results! If you want a job
[ working hard to solve our country's problems each day, consider a
job with the state Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs). t h e
| state PIRGs are a national network of nonprofit organizations that
| advocate on behalf of the public Interest Come join the information
session on Wednesday, October 25 from 4;30-5:3Qpm. Interviews
will be held on Thursday, October 26 in FACES lounge. Sign up
[ 1 or an interview by attending the info session or call 3510.

llCAP
| Come to !CAP'S info session to learn about their Broker Training
Program on Thursday, October 26 @ 7:00pm in Career Services,
Refreshments will be served. They will be hiring 30 full-time and 30
I summer Interns come spring for their global programs in New York
j and London. Global orientation takes place in London. Please RSVP
to career-services@trincQll.edu if you would like to attend.
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Blue light Areas Are Arbitrary, Useless Unproductive Negativity
at Trinity Needs to Stop
ByJOETARZE
OPINIONS EDITORS

campus will be open access
beginning on Wednesday, Oct.
18. I'm including the list of open
Several
buildings here, for your safety:
weeks ago, an the library and Wiggins on
anonymous stu- Crescent Street, Wheaton and
dent recalled Summit East on the South Side,
her experiences Cook C and Northam on the
witnessing one Long Walk and Vernon Place and
of the assaults Campus Safety on the North
on
Crescent Side.
Street and almost being the vicThe most damning part of
tim of another. In this article, this list is that although it is in
she called for Trinity to reopen large part a response to the
the dorms on Crescent Street in attacks on Crescent Street it doesorder to provide a safe haven for n't really address that area. First
students, like her,
of all, the library
While I would contend was already open
who would be at
risk in these
access, and I
that the campus is
types of attacks.
would argue that
already safe ... it cerTrinity College,
it
is located
tainly doesn't seem
in its infinite wisnowhere
near
dom, has sought
Crescent
Street.
safe. The (still prevato allay the fear
Wiggins is on
lent) lack of places to
of not having
Crescent Street,
anywhere to run
run and hide in case a and I'm sure it
in the most asiwill help people
bad man comes is one
nine way possible
in its vicinity, but
reason.
- following in Kwhat happens if
Mart's stead and
you're all the way
introducing Blue Light Specials over by Stowe or even as close as
that appear randomly around Little ... uh oh, you're dead. The
campus just as they did during K- same argument can be made in
Mart's heyday.
the other three zones listed as
Amy DeBaun,.the director of well (wow, you can run into
campus life posted recently on Campus Safety if you're in trouthe Trinity Exchange that, "in ble, amazing). This is like going
response to the concerns raised to get a band-aid for someone
wanting a safe place to run in an who just had their hand cut off.
Let's be real for a second,
emergency," several locations on

though. Despite popular opinion, Trinity is a very safe campus,
and incidents like the assaults a
few weeks ago are thankfully few
and far between. Our sense of
danger probably stems from two
places. Firstly, about four or five
years ago, Trinity and the neighborhood surrounding it were
much more dangerous than they
are today, and muggings were
common on campus. Secondly,
we are constantly told not to go
out alone at night by the school,
and we take that to mean that
there is danger at night. The
school says that for two reasons.
One is probably liability: if, God
forbid, you get killed they can say
that they told you not to go out.
Secondly,
you're
not
in
Greenwich anymore - this is a
city. Manhattan is one of the
safest urban areas in the country,
and I wouldn't recommend a
woman walk around alone at
night there, either.
While I would contend that
the campus already is safe (and
you can disagree if you want), it
certainly doesn't seem safe. The
(still prevalent) lack of places to
run and hide in case a bad man
comes is one reason. Another, as
many people frequently mention,
is the lack of visible campus safety officers, but I believe that
Campus Safety is doing the best
see DON'T on page 9

Chartwells Should Endorse CT Dairy
By LINDSAY DAKAN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR^
Dairy farms
aren't
very
sexy. Neither is
thinking about
where the eggs
you eat every
morning come
from. Now that
we've got that out in the open,
here is why it's still important to
be aware of those cows and
chickens that made your breakfast of scrambled eggs and cereal
with milk possible. Chartwells
has done an amazing job implementing the locally grown project, and now I would like to suggest that it is time to push the
envelope
and
introduce
Connecticut grown eggs and
dairy into the mix. Local farmers
are struggling more and more
against massive national and
international production and
distribution corporations in an
increasingly cutthroat industry,
and it would be very easy to do
more to support them here on
campus.
In 1980, the state of
Connecticut had 663 dairy
farms. By 1990, that number was
almost cut in half. Now, there
are only 169 dairy farms left in
the state. In addition to being
squeezed by a milk pricing system which is based on regional
rather than individual production, dairy farmers are being hit
with dramatic increases in the

cost of energy and transporta- over 883 million eggs, making it
tion. In just five years the price a $41.8 million
industry.
of transporting milk from farm Connecticut egg farms have the
to processor rose by 18 percent. capability of producing over 68
That means that this year million eggs in a single month.
Connecticut dairy farmers will In other words, that's 245 eggs
spend over $500,000 more on per person per year.
transportation than they did five
For a little over a year now at
years ago.
Trinity, our food
service
The Connecticut dairy indus- provider, Chartwells, has done
try needs our support now more wonderful work in implementing
than ever. But it is by no means a program it calls "Farm to
Fork,"
which
s i c k l y .
The Connecticut dairy
brings
more
Connecticut
C
o
n
n
e
c
t
i
c
utranks first in New
industry needs our supgrown
food
England in milk
port now more than
onto campus.
production per
ever. But it is by no
Starting in fall
cow. Connecticut
2005, Chartwells
dairy farms promeans sickly...
switched from a
duce 45.5 million
Connecticut dairy
produce distribgallons a year farms produce 45.5
utor based in
that's about 222
glasses of milk
million gallons a year - Boston to one
based
in
per person. At an
that's about 222 glasses Hartford, just
average of $1.40
per gallon, that
of milk per person.
minutes from
amounts to a
campus - Fowler
$63.7 million industry. About & Huntting.
Founded in
20,000
dairy
cows
call Hartford in 1865, Fowler &
Connecticut home, and the Huntting is the oldest wholesale
dairy industry employs about distributor of produce in
2,200 Connecticut residents. Connecticut and specializes in
And although it's estimated that the distribution of Connecticut
only 40 percent of the milk con- grown produce. This relationsumed in Connecticut comes ship has been instrumental to
from
Connecticut
farms, implementing the local food
Connecticut dairy farms pro- project.
duce enough milk to satisfy
A few times a week,
about 60 percent of the state's Chartwells receives deliveries
milk demand.
from Fowler & Huntting of
The Connecticut egg indus- fresh, locally grown produce
try might be even more robust.
In 2001 Connecticut produced
see LOCAL on page 9

By MIKE ROBINSON
OPINIONS WRITER
.

It's
hard
not to have a
point of view
on the recent
sidewalk chalk
issue. It's harder to voice an
opinion. The
campus seems content to divide
into two groups on the subject,
with anyone willing to voice
their feelings thrown into separate and opposite camps. The
only thing that should be black
and white about the whole situation is the solution, which,
despite what many people feel,
could be reached through simple
open forum rather easily.
Whatever the case, the actions of
all the parties involved are.
indicative of a much larger current in Trinity life: an inherently
negative attitude towards the
school and student body.
I was wandering aimlessly
through the internet the other
day when I came across the
Princeton Review web site. Now,
as readers of the Tripod know
from my earlier trip to the U.S
News chocolate factory, I'm distrustful of surveys and rankings
of this kind. However, a distinguishing feature of the Princeton
Review is that it relies heavily on
the opinions of students, so it at
least has slightly more credibility
than other rankings. I found
some encouraging results as I
looked at Trinity's profile. We
actually received fairly high academic scores, our library was in
the top twenty in the nation,
and, unsurprisingly, we placed in
the top twenty for both beer and
hard liquor. What was surprising
was an extremely low quality of
life ranking. This basically translates into the general unhappiness of Trinity students.
The feeling I get from most
people I talk to is that they like
Trinity. The majority of people
seem to have fun and feel that
their college experience is enjoyable and worthwhile. But, when I
think of what most students
would say to the survey questions of the Princeton Review, I
start to understand why our quality of life ranking is so low.
Because of the budget crisis and
the subsequent perceived loss in
reputation for the school, students view, in a formal sense, the
school and the student body as a
whole in a very negative way.
They see an administration trying to bandage old hemorrhaging and failing to improve the
quality of the school. They see a
student body that's more interested in getting drunk than cultivating an intellectual atmosphere. With all the negativity, it's
easy to see how the perception
got so bad.
The chalking controversy is a
perfect example of this. Though

diversity of lifestyles and the
acceptance of them may not be a
hallmark of Trinity, it certainly
isn't as bad as most people currently believe. Reading the letters
to the editor and articles in the
Tripod last week, I got the distinct feeling that both gay and
straight students immediately felt
that, once the chalk writing was
"vandalized," the ingrained ignorance and intolerance of the student body had manifested itself.
They assumed the worst from
the very outset. Yet, if students
took time to talk to each other, I
think that they'd find a much
more tolerant and supportive
campus than the one that most
see now. Instead of pointing fingers and lamenting the "embarrassment" that everyone feels,
why not open a discussion? In
fact, why not do that instead of
writing on the sidewalk altogether? There are good people at this
school. Sometimes it seems that
everyone forgets that.
The budget crisis has been
the same way. Instead of bonding
together in a difficult time, most
people have chosen to find
scapegoats. Whether it be athletes, drinkers, or any other
group, blame is being placed on
easily criticized sources in an
effort to rationalize the school's
problems. We're attacking gossip
columns and satirical features
pieces instead of putting forth
progressive and, more importantly, supportive criticism and solutions. All of the negative energy
being generated by the school's
current state could be used elsewhere. It would be significantly
more beneficial for the school if
students tried to rally alumni
into giving more money as
opposed to throwing their peers
under the bus.
In my experience, the college
hasn't changed all that much
since I got here. I still find the
quality of many of my classes to
be high. I see a faculty with
teachers willing to work closely
with students. I take part in a
social scene full of people who
have fun and work hard as well.
It's hard to tell where all this negativity came from.
Regardless of its source, the
negativity needs to stop. Voicing
opinions and criticism is definitely important, and students
should continue to address what
they think is wrong with the
school. What the school does
not need, however, is a cadre of
prophets of doom running
around looking for the next
Whore of Babylon who's been
corrupting the former glory of
Trinity. We need to move forward, not continue in a circle of
placing blame. There are definitely things that could be better at
Trinity. That doesn't mean that
what the school is now is evil
and in need of sweeping changes.
It's not as bad as it seems, and
it's time we realized that.
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Dear Jimmy

President Jones
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Students'
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Iraq's New Strategy Uses Soldiers, Spies
ByWILLMANNEN
OPINIONS WRITER

What do trustees do, how are they chosen, and
]whatis their basic job? In short, could you write
a "Trustees For Dummies" column?

There's an
especially compelling scene in
When I was an undergraduate student, anothJohn le Carre's
|er lifetime ago it seems, I always assumed that the
novel
Tinker,
^Board of Visitors at the University of Virginia was
Tailor, Soldier,
some sort of secret conclave akin to the College
Spy.
Veteran
>
of Cardinals: to wit, some group of omniscient,
agent George
Smiley is taken to a cottage outside London, where another
spook tells him that a KGB mole
mysterious beings who periodically visited camhas
risen to the top ranks of the
\f
pus, met in private, discussed God knows what,
British
Secret Service. All British
jfjk-si gave money for causes they wanted to sponsor,
networks
around the world have
and then just as mysteriously left until by some strange calling they reappeared.
been
compromised.
Even if the
Having now dealt with trustees at Washington University, SMU, Kalamazoo,
mole
is
caught,
a
new
organizaand Trinity, and having been a trustee at a number of schools myself, I can
tion
will
have
to
be
started
from
assure one and all that there is little mystery in what an institution's trustees
scratch.
must do if the institution is to be appropriately governed.
Today,
Iran's
President
Trustees have perhaps the most critically important task at any school: to
hold an institution in trust (thus their title), to insure that the institution is Ahmadinejad is using moles of his
properly administered by holding the president of the institution responsible for own in an effort to control Iraq
the state of the school, and to do everything within their power to insure that from the inside. The Iraqi
the institution's future will be demonstrably better than the present or the past. Government, like Smiley, must
Trustees also have responsibilities to oversee the physical plant, the endowment
eliminate these enemies and
of the institution, and the state of the finances. I often think of the trustees as rebuild its own forces.
the front-line volunteers who work unceasingly to do whatever they can to make
The Facilities
Protection
a school such as Trinity even better than it is at any given moment They are Service is the tip of the iceberg,
repaid in kind by knowing that they have fulfilled their responsibilities' and obli- and it at first looks legitimate.
gations to the best of their abilities.
Coalition forces set up the FPS in
hi the 2004-2005 academic year, as the faculty continued to work towards 2003 to help guard infrastructure.
its own governance reforms, the trustees did likewise. We invited Harvard proRecruitment was expedient, with
fessor Richard Chait to review with our trustees their own governance structures.
members going through only
Professor Chait is, in my view at least, the nation's foremost authority on acathree days of training. As late as
demic trusteeship (as opposed to other eleemosynary institutions or corporate)
April 2004, U.S. Ambassador
trusteeship). Under the leadership of Trinity's exemplary board chair, Paul!
John Negroponte still spoke of it
Raether, the trustees reformed their own governance structures here, doing away
with a number of standing committees whose charges were somewhat ambigu- with hopefulness. During an
ous and instituting what we have taken to calling "Charter Committees" on spe- address before the Security
cific institutional matters of concern. These Charter Committees are acutely Council, he noted how it was
focused and draw upon talents within the trustees themselves. A good exam- swiftly growing and receiving
ple of this committee would be the group that has worked on the campus mas- "payment, equipment, and trainter plan, including the Community Sports Complex, the renovation of the ing" from "Iraq's ministries."
Therein lies the problem.
Trinity Commons building, and the renovations of Jarvis and Seabury. This
committee has a specific charge and can therefore focus its attention on mat- "Iraq's ministries" can be translatters of more immediate concern to Trinity. The standing committees that ed as "no accountability." Now at
remain are: the Committee on the Board (more of this later), Academic Affairs
140,000 strong, the FPS has
(this committee will hear tenure and promotion proposals), Investments (this evolved into a "large, amorphous
committee will oversee Trinity's endowment), Planning and Finance (this com- force that lacks any centralized
mittee oversees the annual budget and discusses issues of institutional planning, control," Scott Johnson writes in
particularly concerning the physical plant), and the newly instituted Audit Newsweek International. Its memCommittee (this committee oversees the audit to make certain that we are
bers don't even wear badges,

t

expending institutional funds legally and correctly). The Committee on the
Board reviews prospective candidates, paying careful attention to a variety of
noteworthy concerns: professional eminence, diversity in all senses (gender,
racial, geographical, professional, etc.), commitment to Trinity, dedication to
pursuing institutional excellence, and willingness to devote the vast amounts of
time required for productive trusteeship. The trustees adhere to a code of conduct to which they all ascribe. An orientation is provided for each new trustee.
They meet four times a year, and their meetings include the following: at least
one social opportunity to interact with faculty and staff from among the cam-j
pus constituencies, at least one opportunity to interact with students (we now
have a Friday morning breakfast with one group of students and a Student
Forum later Friday morning where students and trustees discuss together some
matter of institutional concern), committee meetings, a confidential state of the
college address prepared by me and delivered in camera to the trustees, after
which they can ask me any questions they may have about anything at the
College, and the formal meetings of the entire board to conduct the trustees'
legal and ethical responsibilities towards Trinity's future. We make every effort
to make absolutely certain that the trustees are informed, since unless they are
informed, they simply cannot do their job.
We are most fortunate at this time in Trinity's long and venerable history
because the board probably has never been more accomplished and more
focused on Trinity's future. The proof of that fact can be seen in any number
of ways: from the literally historic attendance record at our last meeting (all but
one trustee were present), to their remarkable generosity in last year's Trinity
College Fund (the trustees themselves were responsible for providing one million dollars, a first in Trinity history, to the annual fund), to their steilar generosity thus far in our comprehensive campaign (as I write this column, the
Hartford Courant is running a story on three trustees who have anonymously
provided thirty-nine million dollars towards our campaign goal of three hundred
million in pledges to Trinity), to their willingness to open their homes for campaign dialogue dinners, to the trustee who was so delighted with the faculty's
recent accomplishments that he is giving three hundred thousand dollars
towards faculty development before the end of this calendar year.
As we seek to involve more and more members of the campus community
with the trustees, I know that each of you will readily understand what a privilege it is to be at Trinity at this time in its history, with these loyal and hardworking individuals fulfilling their critically important responsibilities to an
institution they all love and respect.

Please send any questions for President Jimmy Jones to
tripod@trincoE.edu.

sporting only blue outfits instead. declared in May that the FPS was
The FPS has become an illu- "out of control" and that he
sion of itself. Anyone can join it, would rein it in.
Yet from today's standpoint,
pick up an AK-47, and patrol the
streets. As a result, many units this doesn't seem to have had
have turned into Shi'a death- much of an impact. Iraq endured
squads. Survivors of firefights in one of its bloodiest weekends
Baghdad even attest to seeing from Oct. 13-15, leaving 83 dead.
their assailants clad in the FPS's Another 52 U.S. troops have been
killed since the month began.
police-looking uniforms.
In response to these latest
But the FPS isn't the only one
wearing two hats. The Interior attacks, the current Interior
Ministry's rank-and-file have also Minister, Jawad al-Bolani, went
been linked to extremist Shi'a one step further than Jabr, pledgrevenge killings. Indeed, one ing to dean up the ministry itself.
could compare Iraq's rogues to He has already fired 3,000 people
the double-agents of yesteryear, on corruption charges since taking over, including, most recently,
except on a massive scale.
Iran has denied supporting the commander of the national
any such Shi'a proxies, though police.
This is all good and necessary.
one should read in between the
lines. The commander of the elite But, ironically enough, democraIslamic Revolutionary Guards cy in Iraq can only succeed if the
Corps vowed to force the U.S. Coalition and the Iraqi Cabinet
out of Iraq last November. Later, build an effective and completely
in March, the U.S. Ambassador to secular intelligence service. It
Iraq, Zalmay Khalilzad, bluntly would then work to keep an eye
conceded to The Washington on the country at large, Iraq's
Post that "training and supplying" own ministries, and the weapons'
is going on. He also admitted to trail from outside. Such a
the "presence [in Iraq] of people Mukhabarat must be closely
associated with Revolutionary aligned with, if not managed by,
Guard and [the Iranian] Ministry the U.S. Only then could the
more professional Iraqi Security
of Intelligence and Security."
It's difficult to determine Forces, backed by the Coalition,
exactly how much influence shut down Ahmadinejad's people.
Ahmadinejad has right now in
At this juncture, there is reaIraq. Still, the IRGC and MOIS son for both hope and frustragive him sizeable leverage over all tion. On one hand, the U.S. is
of his allies there, including mili- seeking to build a series of forts
tias like the Mahdi Army. His end along the border to stem the
goal is also quite clear: to be able inflow of supplies. At the same
to direct the level of sectarian vio- time, the Iraqi Cabinet made a
lence through these channels. terrible decision_on Oct. 13 by
Upon accomplishing this, he can supporting a plan for strengthfocus on expelling the U.S. and ened security ties with Iran.
toppling the Maliki government.
As Iraq's leaders hunker down
This brings us to the members in Baghdad, they shouldn't
of the Iraqi Cabinet. They know deceive themselves. The moles of
the terrible truth, and, to their the 21st century, are after them.
credit, have been willing to at least And this time they're not just
attempt to act upon it. Former snooping around for arcane intelInterior Minister Bayan Jabr ligence reports.

All CT Campaigns Using Negative Ads
By KATE GRELLE
OPINIONS WRITER

superlatives were given for the warrant, even if valuable time is
campaign ads this season, she lost. Chris Murphy, wrong on
would surely be the hands-down security, wrong for America."
Two weeks victor for "Most Negative and
These charges against Chris
While Murphy are audaciously misrepreleft, and only Misleading Attack Ad."
three hundred she has run numerous vicious ads sentative of his actual position,
thousand mil- throughout her
but before elabolion more cam- campaign, one in
Lamont and Iieberman rating on that,
paign ads left to particular generatlet's first consider
are running out of
watch.
OK, ed a backlash that
the proposed scemud to sling and will
perhaps that's a ultimately led her
nario.
If the
slight exaggeration, but at this to pull the ad off
phone call recipilikely be upgrading to
point (unless you've been living in the air.
ent is a known
large rocks ...
a fallout shelter as a precaution
terrorist, not a
The voiceover
Congresswoman Nancy suspected terroragainst the impending nuclear for the ad soundannihilation), you are most likely ed as if it was
Johnson is working on ist, what is the
feeling the effects of campaign ad done by the same
government
obtaining, ninja stars to doing wasting
overdose.
(The most common guy who does the
throw at challenger
symptom is a compulsion to end dramatic movie
time on phone
every statement with "I'm [insert previews
taps? Shouldn't
that
Chris Murphy.
your name here] and I approve begin, "In a world
they be working
this message.")
on capturing him
where..."
(He's
Tliankfully the end is in sight, apparently been busy, also con- and taking him to Syria where
and not a moment too soon. tributing his talents to the latest they can torture' him to elicit
information? (Ok, perhaps that
Ned Lamont and Joe Iieberman GEICO commercial.)
was
a tad too cynical.) In -any
are running out of mud to sling
The ad stated:
case,
Johnson implies that the
and will likely be upgrading to
"A call is placed from New
process
of obtaining a warrant for
large rocks before the end of the York to a known terrorist in
wiretapping
is far more cumbermonth. Congresswoman Nancy Pakistan. A terrorist plot may be
some
than
it actually is.
Johnson (R - 5th district), on the unfolding. Should the governother hand, is working on obtain- ment intercept that call? Nancy Furthermore, the warrants can be
ing ninja stars to throw at chal- Johnson says act immediately - granted retroactively, so the agents
lenger Chris Murphy.
'
lives are at stake. Liberal Chris
Speaking of Johnson, if Murphy says no, apply for a court see CONNECTICUT on page 9
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Local Dairy Would Be Great Addition Don t Scapegoat Campus
Safety for Lack of Safety

business, preserves open space,
reduces transportation costs and
such as tomatoes, apples, squash, environmental impact, combats
cucumbers, peppers and pears, the increasing monopolization
and the difference is definitely and globalization of. the food
noticeable. Awareness and appre- production industry, and delivciation of this program contin- ers fresher and more nutritious
ues to grow as the Connecticut food to your plate.
Grown program held two events
So, given all the acknowlthis
fall
edged benefits of
ConnecticutWhy work with an out buying locallyGrown Farmer's
of state distributor and grown, as well as
Market and the
the current sucspend the extra money cess
Apple Festival that
and energy on getting
which
were
Chartwells
has
extremely sucexperienced
with
milk and eggs from
cessful and well
purchasing localelsewhere when the
received, with
ly-grown produce,
demand for these
many students
why work with an
and
staff
out of state disgoods on the Trinity
requesting more
tributor
and
campus can be met by spend the extra
such opportuniConnecticut farms?
ties. These two
money and energy
events raised
on getting milk
over $600 for
and eggs from
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity elsewhere when the demand for
chapter. Our team of Chartwells these goods on the Trinity camemployees is now considered a pus can be met by Connecticut
leader within its parent company farms?
in successful integration and proIf the current locally grown
motion of locally-grown prod- program could be expanded to
ucts.
include Connecticut egg and
As the Chartwells experience dairy (including milk, butter,
demonstrates, people are really and
cheese)
producers,
beginning to understand the Chartwells would set the bar
numerous positive impacts of even higher, grow an already sucbuying locally grown food. cessful program, and have a posDoing so supports "the local itive impact on the local econoeconomy, keeps small farms in my. In Mather alone we stucontinued from page 7

dents go through 700 eggs and
75 gallons of milk a day.
Currently, Chartwells purchases
these eggs and milk from companies based in Massachusetts, and
there is really no way to ascertain
where theise products come from
originally. On the other hand,
Fowler & Huntting, with which
we already have a relationship,
has the capacity to begin providing us with eggs from
Connecticut farms. There is at
least one dairy farm in
Connecticut that has stated its
interest in working with
Chartwells at Trinity and produces the volume to satisfy our
needs. So rather than shipping in
eggs and dairy from all over New
England, or even the country
(spending that extra half million
dollars of .rising fuel costs), why
not contract for these goods
with distributors that work with
Connecticut farmers?
If you think it makes sense to
expand "Farm to Fork" to
include Connecticut dairy and
eggs and would like to encourage
Chartwells to do so, there will be
a petition available to sign in the
Mather lobby all this week.
Please stop by, sign your name,
and let people know how important it is to you that Chartwells
continues and builds upon its
great work in supporting locally
grown food and its producers.

Along the Long Walk
If you had Jimmy Jones' "Harry Potter
Wand/' what would you wish for at Trin?

continued Bom page 7
they can with what they have.
There are several things to think
about in this regard. This campus is not automobile friendly,
for example. If you pressed one
of those magical blue light call
boxes around Austin Arts Center,
how long do you think it would
take Campus Safety to get to you
from Vernon Street - three or
four minutes?
Ideally they
should be stationed around campus, but we know that is not
always the case (especially during
a shift change).
This campus could be made
much more friendly towards
automobiles without damaging
its character. • It was a mistake for
the coEege to block off the east
end of Vernon Street. Instead, a
gate operated by T-Cards should
have been placed there, so that
the street could still be used as a
throughway by the Trinity community but it would keep Vernon
Street from being a major
through road. The same can be
said of the unnamed semi-road
leading from Ferris to Mather.
Hall, which is blocked off most
of the time by a steel gate.
Also, I know people have
been asking to see more Campus
Safety cars around campus to
make them feel safe, but I believe
that Campus Safety should not

Connecticut Politicians
Engaging in Mud-Slinging
continued from page 8

"I wish we had cupcakes .. with sprinkles. That
would be nice."
Chris Eldin
GLASS OF 2010

"We wish that upperclassmen would stop robbing the cradle with freshman girls."
Eric Anderson
CLASS OF 2010
Sam Willie
CLASS OF 2010
mm "We wish there were a cooking unit in each dorm
^B so we didn't have to eat Chartwells food."

•

lj§ Stephanie Irizarry
CLASS OF 2010
Sarah Johnson
CLASS OF 2008

1 wish our buildings weren't falling apart. ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^
Hannah Knipple ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S

CLASS OF

i^mm^g^

expand its automobile fleet.
Rather, they should be heavily
investing in bicycle patrols (or
Trinity College Bike Squad,
which sounds cooler). Bicycles
can move around more areas of
campus faster than a car can.
Also, campus safety needs to start
being more suspicious. One
night last week I was unable to
sleep so I took my camera and
tripod and decided to take some
high exposure night pictures at
four in the morning. While I was
out a member of the Bike Squad
passed me without even giving
me a second look. Now, I did
not expect to be interrogated, but
I did expect to be asked why I
was out at four in the morning
with a camera - that's weird no
matter- how you spin it. But he
simply kept on riding.
Campus Safety does need to
be more visible, but you can't
simply place blame on them or
on the college every time an incident occurs. I'm sure that, while
their budget is probably as tight
as everyone else's on campus, the
college does not cut them too
short. Campus Safety responds
as fast or faster than any municipal police force I've ever known
and people hoping for a Campus
Safety officer to always be within
earshot have to wake up and welcome themselves to the real
world.

working on the case would not
have to sit around twiddling their
thumbs while the Court decided
whether or not to grant the warrant. Additionally, the bar is so
low for wiretap justification that'
the agents would have to assert
more effort to get the Court to
turn down the warrant request
than to have the request granted.
The
retaliation
against
Johnson's ad came from two
directions. Her challenger, of
course, refuted the ad. However,
Murphy's response (though
refreshingly dignified), was probably not what led to the abrupt
halt to the televising of the ad.
"This [Johnson ad] was just a
blundering mistake," said Saud
Anwar, a member of the state
chapter of the Pakistani American
Public Affairs Committee, in a
Sept. 23 article in the Waterbury
Republican. He predicted it will
cost Johnson many votes in the
Pakistani community, which he
said has grown sizable in the fifth
District
and
throughout
Connecticut.
"We are, as a community, very
upset," Anwar continued.
I have to admit, I was really
hoping that Murphy would take
the high ground. After all, not
only is he a Democrat, but he's
also adorable (which obviously
worked for John Edwards ... or,
maybe not). Instead, the ad
Murphy released in response,

though not as disingenuous as his
opponent's, still veered from the
path of, as Stephen Colbert would
say, "truthiness."
His ad stated:
"Newspapers say Nancy
Johnson's attack on Chris
Murphy is desperate and a fraud.
Chris Murphy believes nothing is
more important than our security.
But a new intelligence report says
Johnson's support of President
Bush's war in Iraq has increased
the threat of terrorism and made
us less secure at home. After 24
years, Nancy Johnson will do anything to stay in congress."
Murphy, unfortunately, chose
to fight fire with fire. While it's
true that the Intelligence Report
mentioned in the ad did say that
the war in _ Iraq has increased the
threat of terrorism, it did not cite
Nancy Johnson's support of
President Bush's war as a reason
for that increased threat, True,
that may not be what Murphy
meant, but that's what the ad
implied, and the implication
leaves a lasting impression in the
mind of the viewer.
In closing, I leave you with
two thoughts to contemplate next
time you're watching television:
Have you ever seen Ned Lamont
wear a shirt and/or tie that's not
blue, bringing out the color of his
eyes? And is it just me, or do
Rob Simmons' ads make Joe
Courtney look like an evil alien
from one of the Star Trek spinoffs?
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Alumna, Former Model Brashich Discusses Healthy Body Image
By MOLLY DINCE

FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
On Oct. 18, the student
organization PHAB (Promoting
Healthy Awareness of-the Body)
hosted speaker and Trinity alum,
Audrey Brashich, in honor of
"Love Your Body Day." Brashich
spoke passionately about her
recent book, AH Made Up,
which deals with helping young
women to block out the constant influx of media that challenges the promotion of a
healthy body image. All Made
Up instructs teens to realize that
marketing
and
advertising
endorse unrealistic expectations
of beauty. Brashich's captivating
lecture was both sensitive and
informative, and displayed her
knowledge of the media's
manipulation and detrimental
impact on society.
While at Trinity, Brashich
designed her own major in
American Studies with help
from two professors in the
History Department. She "then
proceeded to receive & -Masters
in American Civilization with
special emphasis on women and
popular culture from Brown
University. She attributes her
professional pursuits to both her
undergraduate years at Trinity
and her ensuing experiences in
modeling and at magazine com-

panies, such as Seventeen, Elle
Girl,
Teen
People,
and
Mademoiselle.
Brashich explains, "I was
receiving letters from young girls
with photographs of themselves
asking me about their potential
to become models - this crystallized for me the desperate need
for a change in young girls' mentalities about body image, future
aspirations, and self-esteem."
The evening began with
introductions
by
Laura
Lockwood, the Director of the
Women's Center, and Sandi
Gollob, an active member of
PHAB. Brashich began her lecture by discussing celebrity
hype, asking the audience to
name celebrities, products, and
brands that immediately come
to mind when thinking about
the topics of beauty and stardom. She admitted to once having bought into the hype
because she, like many other
adolescent girls, wanted the
recognition and status that our
society assigns to models and
actresses. The problem lies therein - models (and unfortunately
more and more actresses) are
receiving this recognition for
how they look, not the quality
of their work. This is the message our culture is sending to
future generations. Brashich
believes that society's obsession

t '

Edwin C. Pratt
Alum Audrey Brashich returns to Trinity to speak about her book, All Made Up, and the importance of a healthy body image.
with fame provokes many young
girls to want to become models
and actresses, (a feeling with
which she can personally
empathize as she once was an
aspiring teen model).
Exorbitant salaries, gifts, and
rewards further compound the
problem by making the celebrity
lifestyle appear so appealing.
Brashich demonstrated that, in
comparison to the pitiful
salaries of professionals like

teachers, firefighters, and nurses,
celebrities are paid fortunes that
encourage adolescents to seek
fame instead of esteemed professions that are indispensable to
the functioning of society.
Brashich then discussed the
concept of beauty as being commercially driven. She showed
statistics proving how much the
media influences teens as they
on average use some form of
media 44.5 hours per week. She

explained that a major problem
with that amount of exposure to
the media is that marketers can
use tactics like digital enhancement and product placement to
manipulate images and photographs, and consequently influencing the viewer.
Brashich revealed that eating
disorders are beginning earlier
and earlier in young girls. She
see BRASHICH on page 13

Despite Autumn Chills, Annual Habitrot Gives Campus Thrills
The 3.1 mile charity run took
participants
around campus startFEATURES WRITER
ing from the track, then up
Despite the partly cloudy skies Vernon Street, down Allen Place,
and overall chilly weather of last, onto Broad Street, in a loop
Sunday, the Fourth Annual around Crescent Street, up New
Habitat for Humanity Habitrot Britain Avenue, down Summit
was a successful venture for the Street; and back to the track. "It's
organization. The event had a good to have events on campus
turnout of 75 participants and, that bring people and students
together," Ian Hendry '08 said.
after costs, over $934 was raised.
"It was my first time doing "What is even better is that it is
Habitrot and I was very excited not like a dance or other social
about it," Natasha Rosa '08 said. "I event"
like what the money is going to,
The winners of what has been
and I
termed by some as, "The most
I'm supporting Habitat for chill road race ever," Colin Groark
Humanity. It was also a neat way '07 and Gabriele Geier '07,
of getting the Trinity community received Target and City Steam gift
involved. And I wanted to repre- certificates. In addition to the firstplace prizes, the first 100 regissent ConnPIRG!"

trants and volunteers received a
free t-shirt with their donation,
provided by the President's Office.
"They are wicked awesome tangerine colored t-shirts," Kelly Mearns
'08, coordinator of the event, said.
"Come on, who wouldn't want to
rock a bright orange t-shirt with a
running pumpkin head on the
back? I know I'll be wearing it
around all the time now."
Chartwells provided complimentary food and beverages as well.

Trinity chapter of Habitat for
Humanity has helped out in my
hometown of New Orleans," Clay
Smith '08 said. "They have done
great things and any way of helping out is awesome."
There was even a participant
from another school. Nicholas
Simone '08 from the Worcester
Polytechnic Institute walked the
race. "I came because I'm a friend
of Kelly Mearns and this was a significant event," he said. "She did a
"A lot of people are involved great job organizing it."
to make the event a success," Joe
All proceeds from the race will
Barber, Director of Community go to supporting the Trinity
Service and Civic Engagement, Chapter's projects in progress.
said. "It is a lot of work, but we fig- "Habitrot is Habitat's biggest
ure it out somehow. It is great that fundraising event of the year,"
we get people's interest and cap- Mearns said. "The money raised at
ture their attention, and it is defi- our event will be put towards payrsi
=--—.
nitely a good way to get groups ing for the house we are sponsorinvolved, like Greek organizations ing over on Waverly Street in
and sports teams."
Hartford."
Construction is
Various interesting groups already underway there. "It is
signed up to participate in the run. really exciting because in past
One such team called themselves years, we have always co-sponsored
the Crazy Monkeys. "We are Ivy houses with other schools in the
pledges," Nina Mayfield '09 said. area and now we are the only ones
"We are doing this as a group who get to work on this house,"
Kennedy
'09,
thing for bonding and getting to Elizabeth
Fundraising
Chair,
said.
"This
way
know each other. It was a beautiful
autumn day and we were glad to we get to see all the progress
be giving back to the community. Trinity students are making on the
We used it as an opportunity to house ourselves, which is a really
walk, talk, and just relax." cool thing."
ITie house is being built for
Fraternities also got involved.
P - .-3. i-^.g&.j*..-..".v- i.: _* • Team Alpha Delta Phi had five the Jumpp family. Claudette
* .fa
7 '"• -* • » & .
members. "We like to do commu- Jumpp was born and raised in
nity service as a fraternity," John Jamaica and came to Hartford in
Lockwood '08 said. "It is a good 2000 to be with her mother. She
way to get out and raise money brought along her seven children,
Nick vasquez and help out the community." five of whom are still living with
His AD brother concurred. "The her, ranging in age from two years
Two Habitrot participants finish out the 5k run on a chilly Sunday afternoon.

By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ

old to 14 years old. She currently
shares a duplex with her sister and
her sister's three children. "The
family that is going to be living in
the house we are sponsoring is
adorable," Mearns said. "They are
all so appreciative of the work our
volunteers and fundraisers are putting into this effort."
Proceeds from Habitrot go not
only towards the construction of
the Jumpp home, but also to the
Habitat for Humanity alternative
Spring Break trip. "Last year, we
took a bus down to New Orleans,
LA and built houses all week It
was an intense but worthwhile trip
and experience and we are figuring
out where we are going for this
year's Spring Break," Kennedy
said. "I would really love to go
back down to New Orleans to see
the progress of reconstruction or
lack thereof one year later.
Familiarity is always nice too."
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity
chapter has also gone to Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, New Mexico,
and Virginia. "We take at least 30
students every year," Barber said.
"It is always a great time."
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity
chapter has existed for nine years
and is dedicated to eliminating
substandard housing. Ultimately,
Kennedy emphasizes the significance of taking part in events like
Sunday's. "Overall, it is important
for people to participate in
Habitat for Humanity fundraisers
like Habitrot because it is your personal opportunity to directly contribute to the community in an
influential and prompt way."
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Clever Costumes that Avoid Overexposure
By. JULIET IZON
SENIOR EDITOR
Is there any time on campus
better than late October and early
November? The Long Walk is a
symphony of colors: gorgeous
autumn leaves, a gentle breeze,
warm woolen mittens and brand"
new Barbour coats. It's enough to
make anyone want to stay in New
England forever. Plus, fall weekend activities are second to none.
We start out with 80s, then
Halloween, and, the piece-deresistance, Homecoming. For the
costume inclined, such as myself,
it's better than free tickets to fashion week. That, obviously, is a
blatant lie, but my therapist said
I should work on being more
positive. I digress.
Costumes, regardless of the
occasion, are a chance to break
free of one's typical mold. Are
you a wallflower? Tired of being
ignored even in your independent
study sessions? Why not be Avian
Flu for Halloween? You'll inspire
fear into millions, be responsible
for the deaths of thousands more,
and get to wear a jaunty, bird-like
outfit. Score! But perhaps you're
at the other end of the spectrum,
the sort of person who enjoys
wearing saran-wrap and cheeky little skirts to late night (NB: when
I say cheeky, I mean the kind that
show your cheeks. Not as in
cute.) Then why not try the
perennial favorite, lumberjack!
Flannels and work boots will keep
you warm, while a trendy skull
cap will show everyone you know
the true meaning of style.

I suppose though, when you
get down to the so-called nittygritty, everyone just wants to look
nice on Halloween. Unfortunately
for this campus, it seems the
words nice and grotesquely smutty seem to have been transposed.
I don't care how nice your body
is, I don't want to see anyone teetering around in a child's size 6X
policeman's costume. Here's a
word of advice: if I can see your
nipples or see how long it's been
since you been to visit Helga over
at Brazilian's-R-Us, it's probably
overexposure. Call me old-fashioned, but I'm under the impression that if I actually can't tell
what your costume is because
there's so much exposed skin, it's
neither creative nor cute. It's
gross. And who's responsible
when you get frostbite in your
nether regions? You. Only you.
If you're still unsure as to
what constitutes appropriate, let's
follow Coco Chanel's advice. She
advocated standing in front of
the mirror completely habillee
and then removing one accessory.
To translate that into modern
terms, if you think your costume
is a bit sparse, stand in front of
your' mirror and then add that
certain je ne sais quoi. For example, if you're a fire fighter wearing
a tank top and suspenders, you
could add pants or shoes to really complete the look.
But, you may say, firefighters
are so last century. I'd like to be
something creative, dare I say, different! I'd like to have the best
costume this side of the
Mississippi and make Momma

damn proud. If this is what you
would say, well, I don't know how
much help I can be. I don't really know what "Momma" would
like. Grits, maybe? But if you're
looking for creative without the
Southern drawl, I came across a
fabulous website with some helpful ideas. Here are a few of my
favorites, • taken verbatim from
www.costumeideazone.com:
Sue Travis submitted this
gem: "Take a kitchen-sized white
plastic trashcan. Cut it so you
can wear it around your torso,
and then fill it with white or
clear garbage hanging out
around the top. Tie the lid to
your head as a hat. Wear white
clothes underneath." So, kids,
what would that be? WHITE
TRASH. And just think of how
fun grinding is when you're
wearing a large circular mass
around your middle.
Another from Matthew SirSteven: "for a big guy: Wear a
white shirt. On the front, paint 'I
beat anorexia!'" This costume is
entitled, "reformed anorexic."
Seriously. Seriously? I wake up
every morning so glad to be an
American. This is just another
reason why.
And my personal favorite
from Ellyn: "Dress like Genghis
Khan (armor, mandarin mustache, etc.), then add "bung," fur
trim, etc." What do you get?
Blinghis Khan, OBVIOUSLY.
I hope these suggestions have
helped those of you needing
inspiration. Just don't forget that
a healthy costuMe is a happy costume.

Top 10.
Trinity Tricks and Treats
10. Treat: carving jack-o-lanterns w/your roomies
9. Trick: smashing pumpkins outside the door of
last Halloween's late night lover ... actions speak
louder than words and, let's be honest, the two
of you were never big talkers
8. Treat: Go to Target and pick up the scariest
mask this side of Summit Street
7. Trick: Take advantage of being incognito and
wreak havoc on. every freshman you find
6. Treat: Have a super-natural Saturday night and
host a seance with three of your closest friends
5. Trick: Careful what you wish for. Beware of
the cemetery on Allen Place and the supposed
ghost who haunts High Rise
4. Treat: Spend the night sipping witches' brew
at any of the haunted houses on Vernon Street
3. Trick: Beware of any brothers who promise
candy to late night trick or treaters ... remember,
the devil wears polo
2. Treat: Arrange a late night "candy swap3 with
your flavor of the weekend
1. Trick: Your sugar high wears off leaving you
asleep and your costume-clad conquest standing
outside of your closed dorm ... oops! >

Fashionista Brings Simple Couture Solutions To Trinity Gents
By SAN-EOU LAN
NEWS EDITOR

First things first, I hate the
word fashion. Weird, isn't it? But
I hate the concept that someone
has to tell you what to wear,
because no one should - unless
that person is me (or Carson
Kressley). Couture is all about
tzujing the classics, and finding
what's right for you. However,
no one should be stuck wearing
renditions of J. Crew's "preppy"
collection. Now, onto the fun
stuff.

While standing in line at the
Cave with a Naked juice in
hand, this well-dappered fop
noticed the tacky sweatpants
and hideous pastel green polos
that guys in front of him were
sporting and was struck with an
epiphany. What the @#$% has
happened to the college man's
sense of fashion? It seems as
It seems that
"Remember, just
though countthe evolution of
less late-night
college-wear
because you're a colsteak
and
stopped at sportlege student doesn't
ing hoodies with
cheeses
and
mean you can't be fab- sweatpants,
or
cheap
vodka
popped
polos
has somehow
ulous. Why be pigeonsalmon-colmade us forget
holed into being a slob with
ored pants. Yes, I
that sweatpants
or the naive prep
know, it's a pain
are
never
in
the ass to put
acceptable couschool graduate when
on an actual outture
(outside
there's a whole world
fit for class, but
the gym and
than again, that's
of options waiting to
dorm that is)
why you're only
and that its not
be explored?"
thinking of getting
okay to wear
down with that
the same hoodcute chick from
San-Eou
Lan,
Tripod's
ie for weeks on
your
Econ class.
end.
Resident Style Guy
Does
looking
betHowever'
ter
really
make
that
much
of
a
gentlemen, do not fret, because
difference?
Well,
there's
a
reason
I, your fairy godfather, will magwhy Trekkies aren't really known
ically transform you from a
for their wooing abilities.
walking disaster to a fashion
Hoodies are good for hiding
master. Repeat after me: I am a
hung-over
eyes, but everyone is
slob of a college male, and I
need to clean up my act, lest a still going to know you got wastcertain someone will bust down ed from the revolting smell of
my door and rummage through your breath. So c'mon guys!
Reach for a Henley, a classic and
my drawers.

majorly layerable. Cold morning? Slip a cardigan over that
Henley for a nice, cozy feeling.
Boys, don't be afraid of looking
like Mr. Rogers; modern cardigans have a slimmer cut, and
come in more fabulous colors,
like Charcoal Black from
Express' fall collection.
Now, sweatpants. Although
they are superbly comfortable,
they look awkward and out of
place anywhere else outside the
gym or your dorm. It may be
easier to slip into sweatpants,
but if you're too lazy to put on
actual pants, then you don't

Lizzie Brown
Our "unknown" model is a mes:;. >

deserve to have legs. But please,
for the love of God, dp not get
caught up in the trendy denim
style. Unless you want to look
like one of Shakira's backup
dancers, stick with the basic
Levi's five pocket, and leave distressed low-rise boot-cuts to the
masters, like me.
More than anything else,
preppy attire has been the radiation that is killing the evolution
of men's wear. Don't get me
wrong, pastels are nice and
invoke fuzzy feelings of spring,
but when someone repeats this
rendition on a daily basis, the
act gets pretty old, pretty fast.
Try a nice buttoned shirt, in
something classy, like stripes.
Stripes are flattering to a variety
of shapes (if you know what I
mean), and they work with
almost anything. Wear a v-neck
over a stripped shirt, tzuji the
sleeves a bit to show some skin,
and you're ready for anything.
Now that we've gotten all
that preppy trash and lazy wear
out the door, let's talk about
what should be in style.
Remember, boys, by stocking
your wardrobe with time-proven
classics, you'll find what works
for you.
Every man should own a
blazer. There's a reason why all
the men in Europe have,
embraced this'piece of clothing.
Everyone looks much better in a
blazer, something the average
American Yankee hasn't picked
up
on yet. "But Fairy

Godfather! There are so many
choices ... denim, corduroy, herringbone, etc." Okay gents, listen up, you can't go wrong with
a classic navy blazer. Maybe it's
part of our nautical heritage,
but sporting a navy-colored
blazer with bronze, (not gold)
buttons is just damn, sexy. If
you're feeling adventurous and a
bit on the wild side, experiment
with various fabrics: sport a
worsted wool blazer for those
chilly winter mornings and
maybe a velvet blazer for a night
see RESIDENT on page 14

Lizzie Brown
After Jon Simonian was Sanyo-ified.
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Curran Honored By Former Student

Horoscopes

continued Bora page 1
added to the economics curriculum in the academic year 1944-45,
which, Curran hinted, may or rnay
not have been a result of the pending appointment of G. Keith
Funston '32, one of Trinity's most
well-known graduates and financiers, as president- of the College.
Funston served as •Trinity's president from 1945 until 1951, at
which time he assumed a new presidential position, heading the New
York Stock Exchange. Curran
began teaching the Corporate
Finance course soon after his
return to Trinity, in 1961, and has
continued to do so ever since.
Though the remaining content
of the lecture resembled a session
of his. Corporate Finance class,
replete with graphs and calculusbased equations, Curran still man. aged to retain the attention of the
non-economists in attendance with
Nicholas C. Ryan
downplayed jokes on academia
A
portrait
of
teacher
and
student
Curran
and
Kraus
shake
hands
after
the lecture.
and stories of successful alumni.
He concluded with a discussion
on the evolution of financial eco- that I have seen an endowed chair Trinity!"
Jones was also struck by the
nomics as an academic field, and named for a professor, who then is
collection of several generations of
called for the addition of a more -• the first recipient of the chair."
"The most touching thing of the Trinity economics family that
advanced course in corporate
finance and econometrics to be all is this: teachers simply have no came together for the event. "At
added to Trinity's economic cur- idea where their influences will the reception afterwards, I loved
riculum so that the College may, lead. "We just cannot ever foresee introducing Curran's present stuas Curran said, "continue the tra- whose lives will be touched in dents to former Curran students,
dition among liberal arts colleges incalculable ways," Jones added. such as trustees Mitch Merin [75]
of maintaining the lead in this sub- "When Peter Kraus, a brilliant stu- and Mark Leavitt ['80]," Jones said.
dent of Economics when he was Professor Richard Scheuch, a proset of economics."
The spirit of the evening was here at Trinity, sat in Ward fessor of Curran's when he was a
tangible, as current and former stu- Curran's classroom decades ago, I Trinity student, was also in attendents and professors alike mar- wonder if Professor Curran could dance; juxtaposed with the multiveled at the amazing generosity of have foreseen in any way imagina- tude of Curran students, who were
the Krauses. Of the gift, Curran ble that one day Peter Kraus would also present to honor their professaid, "Not only did this make my do such an exemplary thing as to sor, it was in Jones's eyes, "a beauyear, it made my career." Jones endow a chair in his professor's tiful Trinity moment." Certainly,
attested to the truly special air of honor, and then to name the chair such is nothing but entirely fitting
the occasion, saying, "This is only for his esteemed mentor. What a. for celebrating such an influential
the second time in my entire career commentary upon all things and deserving professor.
•
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AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

You're a child of the '80s. You know all the words to
"We Didn't Start the Fire" though it didn't hold
meaning for you until the third verse. Just a quick
reminder: not everyone shares your "taste" in music.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: The stellar music

H
T
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PISCES

February 19 - March 20

You teased, you blew, you gelled, and you achieved.
Your hair was your pride and joy last weekend, and
BIG it was. Don't let your head get as big though,
as that might result in some heated conversations.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure-. Big hair

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

You tend to live in the past, so last weekend's '80s
dance was just another day in your life. The
D.A.R.E.
you sported was
just20a- May
painful
T A U R U shirt.'
S
April
20
reminder
of
how
some
things
just
don't
change.
The '80s was all about experimentation. The teased
Yourthe
'80soffensively
Guilty Pleasure:
Oh, just about
hair,
loud wind-breakers,
theeverything
leggings,
and the god-awful scrunchies. No, honestly, you
can't still be into that, can you?
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Experimental rights

GEMINI

May21-June21

So, the 1980s is not your scene. Don't worry. You
had better things to"do last weekend:' places to go,
people to see. You know the drill. Make sure you're
here this weekend for the Fright Fest.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Actually ... nothing

CANCER

June 22 - July 22

You can't count how many times you have had to
explain to other people the true meaning behind
"like a Prayer." Not everyone is as pervy minded as
you though, so keep this obsession on the DL.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Double entendres

LEO

July 23 - August 22

Tropical, '80s, Halloween ... you love any opportunity to dress up. Keep costumes to a minimum this
weekend though, we don't need to be making AT
for any more outlandish statements.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Slap bracelets, of course
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
You couldn't be happier that, after the '80s dance,
things would return to normal once more. No one
really looked good back then. 'And your outfit last
Saturday night proved it.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Def NOT those spandex
LIBRA
September 23-October 22
Though it may have been '80s night at TrinColl it was
not on TV You desperately miss fresh episodes of the
"Dukes of Hazzard," etc. At least Colin Farrell will be
in the "Miami Vice" remake out soon!
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: "Fresh Prince of Bel Air"

Nicholas C. Ryan
Professor Curran presented an inaugural lecture for the endowed chair donated in his honor by an exemplary former student.

Brashich, 'All Made Up' Come to Trin
continued from page 11
urged students to educate themselves and understand who owns
the media, what their agenda is^
and which products they are
manipulating. Brashich also
addressed the importance of
speaking up through blogs, letters to editors, podcasts, and
Op-Eds to counter the message
of the media and to show that
teens are not willing to comply
with its high standards of beauty and misrepresentations of
body image. Although she
believes it is ridiculous to waste
time copying the styles and
habits of celebrities, Brashich
recognizes that popular culture
is ubiquitous and unavoidable.

"We don't have to boycott popculture all together, we simply
have to understand where it is
coming from and learn to neglect its absurd expectations."
Brashich concluded the
event with a question-andanswer session. One member of
the audience asked Brashich
what she suggested young men
and women do to promote the
type of thinking she had just finished advocating among their
peers. Brashich responded that
"smart, sophisticated, worldly
students like those here at
Trinity need to be vigilant in
understanding and exposing the
intentions of the media in order
to help foster positive selfimages among their peers."

Laura Lockwood added to
Brashich's point, urging students
to use the resources at the
Women's Center. She encouraged students to talk to their
friends and consult members of
PHAB. In her opinion, "The
biggest problem is that students
don't know how to talk about
these issues ... if you sense that
you or a friend is suffering the
worst thing you can do is to
ignore the problem." Lockwood
conveyed her dedication to the
well-being of Trinity students, as
Brashich will continue to do
with her travels to other colleges
and communities. More information and advice can also be
accessed on Brashich's website at
AllMadeUp.Net.

m

SCORPIO
October 23 - November 21
Oh, you're halfway there, living on a prayer. Though
you're not really sure what that means, Saturday
night was your chance to release all your pent up
feelings for the musical genius of Bon Jovi.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Johnny and Gina

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

A wasted weekend is not a weekend wasted although Campus Safety and TCERT beg to differ.
But remember, for next time, it's probably best to
just hold off on that next drink - or two, or three ...
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure-. "Tipsy In Madras"

CAPRICORN

December 22 -January 19

Feel like you've been calling it a night earlier and earlier these days? Maybe heading home while we're
still in the P.M. is not the best way to carry out your
nights.
Your '80s Guilty Pleasure: Madonna's stage outfits

The Trinity Tripod
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Stuck In a Lonely Aquarium: Closeted life at Trinity | 'Resident
Style Guy
Offers Tips
By ANONYMOUS
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

We swim in a slow moving
carousel of concentric circles,
always watching, sharply aware of
our circumstance. Compiling the
gossip and rumor, caught in the
passing current, we are constantly
in a state of synthesizing information. Formulating concrete assessments of each other's sexuality,
looks, and boyfriend potential, we
start with a stare and leave with an
unauthorized biography. I feel like
being a closeted gay man at Trinity
is like being in a fish bowl with
just five other fish under the florescent blue light of the tank. I
speak for one and one alone,
telling a story only I can tell. I do
not speak on behalf of a community but on how I feel as a member on the community's fringe. I
am apt but maybe not apt enough.
Tap at the glass if you will, but a
heterosexual hand waiting for the
special fish to reveal himself will
only yield silent and calm guppies.
We've become too good at slipping under the radar to fall for
that.
I use this metaphor because
sometimes we need euphemisms
to talk about the truth, needing it
to calm people's passions, squelch
the regurgitated rhetoric of society.
However metaphorical, for me,
the fish bowl is real. And some
days I'll watch the bubbles as they
float to the surface like pink
Mikimoto pearls and wonder, "Is
all this for me?" Never sure and
always sure, trapped in the five-gallon aquarium model we call
Trinity where keen stares poke
through the murky waters. The
fish in my tank, however segregated or unassociated, exist in a loose,
and secret society: a society that
crests on the tops of whispers and
in the glint of acknowledging
looks.
It was hard for me to break
into this tank, being closeted
myself, but now I realize that I am
in the same place I was in the heterosexual pond. I watch others
play out their sexuality while I
recoil back into the shade of the
plastic underwater fauna. I sit as an
unused appendage of a healthy
and markedly sexual teenage society. My dark Polish eyes look on
my fellow fish with wonderment
pondering, "What might it be like
to be young, homosexual (or heterosexual for that matter) and
attractive?" If I only could join in
on the sexual exploration that so
characterizes adolescence and
adulthood in most social circles.
Seeing my reflection in the fish
tank, I realize that among their
vibrant color I stand as the ugliest
fish in the group. I thought I
would find acceptance here but
instead, I watch my V-Card and see
the expiration date approaching.
And I wonder, "At what point will
my first sexual experience cease to
be an enjoyable event and just
exist as something to quickly get
through? At what age will the first
time I have sex stop being a beautiful event, and become an unattractive liability for anyone who
might want to?"
It almost seems that/ because
of my circumstance, I am .swimming in a sea of my own envy.

Jealous of the fish you'll never get,
and of the ones that upstage you
with their shine: these are the ones
that have found their salvation
outside of the fish tank. Jealous of
even the heterosexuals, who have,
by last year's count, roughly 962
potential people of the opposite
sex to find a connection with on
campus. Jealous because homosexuals have a much smaller pool to
choose from. Embittered by the
fact that, if the statistics are true, at
least one in 10 people are homosexual, which only gives me a pool
of 96. Of that 96, let's say only one
in three has come out to themselves at this stage of life, and that
leaves me with 32. And that does-

see why I'm willing to settle for
anything now. Pushed to the limits, I have tried to find comfort in
unsavory things, like throwing
morality out the door for a quick
fix. I have hit bottom, left only to
ground feed from the scraps and
leftovers, hiding in shadows and in
smoke-filled rooms. I wonder if I
have found myself or lost myself.
That little boy who dreamed of
one day having an extraordinary
life has sown a dirty little past for
himself before even his 21st birthday. He shames his proud Polish
upbringing. This fish feels like he
has let down the ancestors who
greeted Ellis Island with high
hopes for their descendants -

Courtesy ofwww.fiona.co.jp
The example set in Marcus Pfister's The Rainbow Fish tells us to be accepting.

voice, resonating in the frequencies. This sadness rings clear as any
feeling could. It is a reverberation
that sucks marrow from bones,
and takes strength from my hands.
It is in times like these where you
are truly tested. It is when a man is
two inches from your face, and
you are trapped by the beauty of
his essence, and the only thing you
want to do is taste his soft lips, but
you are forced to put years of
repression aside and walk away. It
is times like these when you see
one's true strength. It's counterintuitive to, on a daily basis, do
the opposite of what you want
most. In these moments, being
slapped and socially outcasted
seem a small price to pay for a kiss.
It is in these moments that danger
lies for us fish.
The consequence of every
action has so much more meaning
in here. Some may label me paranoid saying, "Nowadays, one's sexuality doesn't really matter anymore." But that's not true. In
places like Iran, people are still
hanging 16 year-old boys for being
homosexual. People still disown
their children for being gay. Hate
crimes committed on campuses
across the-U.S. are being covered
up by universities. It is still legal in
over 30 states to terminate employees based on their sexual orientation. The line, "All men are created equal," has never been applied
to me. All of these facts, together,
have more than bought me the
right to be paranoid. These are
the reasons I can never let down
my facade. These are the reasons
why taking solace in the soft eyes
of a friend, even for just a second,
is a dangerous risk - a dangerous
risk that I take over and over again
because, though it pushes me closer to doom, it is the only halfpleasure life has afforded me.

n't even take into account the peo- hopes that never would include
ple already in committed relation- the three-letter word that I have
ships back home nor those who become. It's amazing to me how
have yet to tell anyone on campus. Warsaw's biggest ghetto followed
All that is left is a small tank and them over the Atlantic and buried
a whole lot to be peeved about. I itself in my heart,
With hearts so heavy and concan't blame the other fish for not
I don't think heterosexuals face flicted, it's a wonder we don't die
seeing past my exterior. After years as many of these hearty dilemmas here underwater. I am so ashamed
of repression, coupled with more as we do: such simple things turn of the nature of my situation.
than a decade and a half of hor- into battles of the mind and spirit. Lacking the ability to explode, I
mones not being catered to and Meaningless physical contact is an implode over and over again, comslim pickings, I must seem like a inevitable element of daily life and pressing hate on top of hopelessvery stupid option.
when a man enters my physical ness. The jealousy I have no right
But logic aside, I ache to be space, I savor every unattainable to feel holds my tongue. And the
taste and smell, body I am trapped in nullifies my
acknowledged sexmemorizing that efforts. Paralyzed in the water, I
ually as a man, as
"... taking solace in
which I cannot will wait. I will sit here watching
a teenager needs
the soft eyes of a
have. I am sent the four other fish I know, waiting
to be acknowlfriend,
even
for
just
a
into a catatonic for the next four years of my life to
edged - to be valistate when a man wind down - or my heart to give
dated physically.
second, is a dangerous
leans in close to out - whichever comes first. I
So much tone has
risk - a dangerous risk
tell a secret or thought college,would be differpassed; I cannot
that I take over and
with a platonic ent. Liberating. But it's just more
wait for my shinhug. I am so con- walls with no end in sight. Selfing prince to
over again because,
flicted. I mentally loathing, loneliness, pain, confucome riding in on
though it pushes me
pause to commit sion, jealousy, hate, and fear are
that white sea
closer to doom, it is
to memory what the films that line the fish tank.
horse anymore.
it might be like to
There is a fire
Floundering to the bottom of
the only half-pleasure
be this close to my fish bowl, I only hope that this
burning
inside
life has afforded me."
your lover, while small story can be passed on so
me, a corrosive
shutting off all that, if nothing else, we all won't
and
dangerous
one. Shall I wait until this fire con- automatic physical response. I feel feel so alone. This is dedicated to
sumes me so that I, engulfed in that if I were to take any physical all the translucent fish, who reside
flame, evaporate the water and pleasure out of this situation I in those closets, under those rocks,
melt the glass so that all that is .left would be somehow violating the hiding in the faux-castle in the coris the stench of dead fish and long- sanctity of the fraternity shared by ner, and under the plastic green
ing? Everyday I see experiences all men. What I mear. by this fra- seaweed. I want to tell them that
that, from my perspective, seem ternity is the fact that a man can we are here, if you just take a look.
unattainable. Why unattainable? be comfortable around other men We are looking for love, even if it
Because everyday of my life I look in a unique way because he is not is sometimes in the wrong places.
in the mirror and not only feel, hindered by the fact that he might
but know, that I am inadequate as be being viewed as a sexual object. Editor's Note: The Author has
This conflict of interest throws requested that all responses to his
a gay male. And since there is no
be
sent
to
me into a deep sadness. Sadness article
demand, there is no worth.
Bitterly chortling at myself, I tripped by the bass in a man's Johndoel23@stealthsuffer.com.

continued from page 12

of clubbing. It's definitely better
than wearing the boring striped
black blazer, and girls dig a man
who wears a velvet blazer, especially if it's bottle-ink green or
purple.
Denim jackets are seriously
underrated. Seriously people,
what's the problem with embracing this slightly western tradition of ours? It's ridiculous that
this piece of urban flare has not
yet been adopted. Worst comes
to worst, you'll look like a white
boy gangsta poser, but that's an
upgrade from looking just like a
white boy. Try on classic Levi's,
and than feel free to try different
styles, like midnight black denim
for those midnight Cave runs.
Sport one under an overcoat
when it starts snowing for a
urban rugged look, and you'll be
both stylish and warm at the
same time. Can someone say
win-win?
Clothes might make the
man, but accessories make the
man complete. I'm not telling
you to go out and buy jewelry,
but there are accessories for men
that will expand your sartorial
stash. Collect call for Mr.
Technology Guy: Cell phones
are not an accessory. Maybe ten
years ago when you were the
only kid on your block with a
cell phone, but congratulations!
You're one of over millions people who have a cell phone! So
unless your cell phone is decorated to be an accessory (which
is pretty girly, even for me), put
the damn cell phone in your
damn pants.
Not many guys (and much
less college students) make good
use of the handkerchief. As
Ralph Lauren said of the handkerchief, "Last thing on, first
thing noticed." With so many
styles, from plain white to dots
to paisley, this is your license to
go nuts.
Before anyone rushes out
and buys up my prescription for
fabulousness, here's a little tip:
Do not become a bargain
whore. Just like how walking
into Mather when you're on a
completely empty stomach is a
terrible idea, walking into any
sale without a game plan is just
asking for it. Do not ever let me
catch you buying something just
because it's on sale. Buy it
because it makes a contribution
to your wardrobe in some way.
Remember, just because
you're a college student doesn't
mean you can't be fabulous.
Why be pigeon-holed into being
a slob or the naive prep school
graduate when there's a whole
world of options waiting to be
explored (except for the all paisley suit, which is never an
option)?
Remember my words, gentlemen, and get your stuff together,
or else you'll find me at your
doorstop, with a trash bag in
hand.
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Health Center Resources
Provide Info, Awareness
ByJORDYNSIMS

students. She also councils students and teachers with food allergies about where on campus they
can safely eat. She councils on
weight loss, eating disorders, how
to gain muscle, and athletics.
McKinnon aids Weber with organizing functions to promote awareness of nutrition issues for students and tries to teach students
''how to love their body while at
college."
Recently, the two organized a
program called, "How good is
your shot?" part of the alcohol
awareness day coming up this
week in Mather. Later in the year,
there will be events concerning
issues from skin awareness to fit
exercise into a busy schedule. On
Nov. 9, there will be a "How to
Eat
Healthily
during
the
Holidays" table located outside
Mather. The two women have
already collaborated with other
groups to organize Breast Cancer
awareness activities this month.
Additionally, the two spearheaded
"Love Your Body Day" in cooperation with other campus organizations.
Weber's main focus this year
is, "informing students about safer
partying." McKinnon's is, "to
make students aware of what
Chartwells offers for healthy eating." McKinnon will be posting
signs conveying information
about the nutrition facts of the
foods offered in Mather.
These women are a great asset
to the Trinity community and
should- be utilized by all students.

FEATURES WRITER

Few Trinity students know
about the useful resources available on campus regarding health
and nutrition counseling. Trinity
provides students with access to
both a Health Educator, Linda
Weber, and a nutritionist, Jennifer
McKinnon. These women work
together to increase awareness of
health issues and to educate students on how to stay healthy
while at Trinity and in their future
lives. Collaborating with other
campus groups, they have already
organized several events on campus.
In addition, Weber and
McKinnon are planning future
awareness days for various health
issues that concern the College
community.
As Trinity's Health Educator,
Weber's job entails informing students and educating them about
issues ranging from sexual education and contraception to how to
drink and party safely. Weber put
together a binder for Residential
Assistants with pamphlets and
informative posters to hand out
and post around the residence
halls. These materials help RAs to
deal with questions their students
might come to them with regarding safe sex, STDs, alcohol, and
other health related concerns.
McKinnon, meanwhile, spends
her time as Nutritionist in several
capacities. .. She consults with
Chartwells to ensure that the dining halls offer balanced meals for
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Around Trinity
Richy-Rich Recruit Pulls a
, Frat Faux-Pas

Small Children Should Not
Wear Stilettos

Okay ... so AT was way more than appalled
upon witnessing the disgusting behavior of an
athletic recruit this past weekend (btdubbs: this
visiting female's main sport is named for an
autumn vegetable and rhymes with TOPOSH).
While soaking in the scene at a Vernon Street
establishment (omg sooo college), this highmaintenance high-schooler was apparently left
waiting, sans beverage, for far too long. After
getting impatient with the pledge at the bar, this
visitor proceeded to do what any young lady
would if unable to secure a drink during Late
Night. She handed one of the [undeserving]
brothers a crisp 100 dollar bill. Yeah, suave
moves, your c-note is really worth a half-cup of
Natty Ice. We salute you, genius recruit, for
providing the funds for our kegs this weekend.

For the 189671065th weekend in a row, the
behavior of Trin's youngest minions offended
AT so severely that they require a public rebuke.
While boppin' to Bon Jovi in the fieldhouse
and reminiscing the good old 80's (a decade
that AT was ACTUALLY alive for), a drunk
damsel conveniently forgot her shoe etiquette
and slashed open the tootsies of an aggravated
upperdassman. AT is not one to get upset
about a measley Manolo injury, but this specific upperclassmen was not only unable to walk
for the rest of the night, but the girl's heel broke
off in her war wound. A little advice for this
misfit stilletto maven: since you've clearly just
learned how to walk in heels (apparently high
school was a flats-only environment), four-inchers weren't your smartest choice.

Don't Try to Compete With
the Real Tripod

Klepto Stalker Equals a
Bad Prescription

. While we all enjoy a little promiscuous fun
on the weekends, AT (and all of Tripod) must
congratulate a fellow "tripod" on this campus.
Rather than bust out with a two-foot long
boom box on his shoulder, this 80's enthusist
decided to take a more sexually liberated route
to celebrate the decade of outrageous indecency and oversized everything by flailing a twofoot long plastic phallus around the dance
floor. While AT applauds the efforts to heat
up the night with a little peek of this extrovert's after-party extracurricular activities, the
injuries that it occurred to curious on-lookers
might not have been worth the preview. And
you know what they say about overcompensation. Just a thought.

We all want to get ahead with our work,
but going to extremes like breaking into fellow
students' rooms to steal the prescription remedies of those in actual need majorly crosses
the line. And no, AT does not consider your
procrastination and weird habits to be of dire
circumstance. At all. This thievery would be
bad idea in general, but to pull a complete
Ocean's 11 and steal framed personal memorabilia is just a tad over the edge. AT doesn't
know if you needed the little bottle of concentration for your academic purposes, or if you
had an extreme infatuation with the victim
and desperately needed a constant visual
reminder of her existence close at hand.
Either way, you're creepy.
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Qyinnipiac University offers graduate programs
in 17 distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested
in our AACSB nationally accredited business program,
the master of arts in teaching (MAT) program or one of
the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism and
interactive communications programs, all have been
designed to thoroughly prepare you for a professional
career. For more information, call 1-800-462-1944 or
visit www.qusnrsipiac.eclu.
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The Bushnell
Carmen
Bizet's enduring masterpiece features one of
opera's most alluring female characters and some
of the most beautiful and beloved melodies ever
conceived.
Oct. 26 7:30 p.m.

Oct. 28 8:00 p.m.
Ticket Prices: $20-$90

Chapel Happenings
Tuesday, Oct. 24
6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation in the Crypt Chapel
8:00 p.m. Conversations on Sufism: A Guide to
the Spiritual Path of Islam, South Summit,
Room 100
9:30 p.m. Banquet Service, Friendship Chapel

An Evening with Anthony Keams
Anthony Keams of the internationally-renowned
trio The Irish Tenors, will be bringing his varied
repertoire to this benefit performance. All proceeds benefit the Connecticut Lions Research
Foundation.
Oct. 28 7:30 p.m.
Ticket Prices: $38- $63

Community Service Spotlight
Kappa Kappa Gamma, one of Trinity's sororities,
is being recognized in this week's "Community Service
Spotlight" for their participation in the American
Cancer Society's Making Strides Against Breast Cancer
Walk in Bushnel! Park on Sunday, Oct. 15.
The money raised will be contributed to breast
cancer research, prevention, detection, and patient
service programs to ensure treatment for all women.
This year, Kappa contributed $3,060 towards the cause.
To raise this money, they tabled outside Mather and
asked for donations from family and friends. The
American Cancer Society set up a website for each sister on the team so that people outside Trinity could easjfy donate.
Kappa Kappa Gamma forms a team every year
for this non-competitive event. This year, there were 30
women involved. Sunday was a clear fall day, and the
walk presented a fun and rewarding way to get out into
Hartford. There were many breast cancer survivors
walking among the supporters for a cure. Junior
Danielle Rowan, who organized the event, stated that it
was "important for survivors to see a large group of
girls supporting them."
Overall, Rowan felt it a very valuable experience
for all involved. "Breast Cancer has been an obstacle
for women that they've been able to take hold of and
combat by promoting awareness through events like
this walk. It is therefore important for women's organizations like Kappa Kappa Gamma to show their dedication to this issue, expressing solidarity with other
women.

-Anne Bonfiglio-

Wednesday, Oct. 25
12:15 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass, Crypt Chapel
6:30 p.m. Trinity Kirtan (Hindu), Crypt Chapel
Saturday, Oct. 28
Trinity Zen Group Fall Retreat
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Trinity College Chapel
$10
www.trinityzen.org
Register by e-mail: info@trinityzen.org
Sunday, Oct. 29
5:15 p.m. Trinity Vespers
Music by the Chapel Singers
Sermon by Chaplain Heischman
Holy Communion follows the main service.

Halloween on Vernon
IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!
HALLOWEEN ON VERNON STREET!
Oct. 29
Sunday, Oct. 29 from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., children from the Hartford area will come to Trinity for
HALLOWEEN ON VERNON STREET, an event
organized by Trinity's ACES (Annual Community
Events Staff). We need your help to make this event
a success!
The children will walk up and down Vernon Street
trick-or-treating at various Greek and Cultural houses. The houses will feature haunted houses, games,
candy pong, and more! Organizations without
houses have volunteered to set up booths in the
Vernon Social Center with a fun activity for the children at the end of the trick-or-treating route. What
we need now are students to volunteer to chaperone groups of kids to these various locations on
campus. (Don't worry - we give you a map and a
list of places to go!)
Help tons of cute little kids in costumes have a safe,
fun Halloween experience! We need chaperones
from 2:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. and you can sign up for
any two hour shift within that period of time.
Please e-mail Maggie Rivara at Maggie.Rivara@trincoll.edu if you are interested. Trinity students do
tons of great things for the community and this is
your chance to get involved!
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Rachel Zamsteen Rocks
Hometown Performance

Racial Topics Current in Today's Films

with kick which reached back to
folk blended into an alternative
rock technical style. Her voice
It is a rare moment when one was not unfamiliar to this
is able to see a performer in the reviewer, as I had the pleasure to
making, as was the case Saturday see Zamsteen perform at the
night at Sully's Pub. More than wedding of her father, clearly
a hundred people, in a room her biggest supporter as well as
that would comfortably seat 20, my dear friend, in front of two
stood for a two-hour perform- hundred or so attendees.
ance for Rachel Zamsteen's first
She sang "[her] daddy's
hometown appearance on her favorite song," a rendition of
new tour. The standing room- "At Last" that made the fouronly crowd did not seem to piece band (and everybody's
mind at all as Zamsteen belted else's) mouths drop and in a
out the tunes from her debut voice that would have made Etta
album, Bouquets. She showed proud. Her well-bred manners,
amazing range on the vocals and obvious good looks, as well as
stared down the naysayer who early piano and guitar lessons
argues that there
blend her into an
is no music in
up-and-coming
"Rachel is the most
the
Hartford
female performer
talented performer I've who should not
area for Trinity
students
to
be missed.
ever seen. Just close
enjoy.
The song list
your eyes and let the
included songs
A n d y
music sweep you away. from her CD
F e l d m a n ,
Zamsteen's manFrom first note to last, Bouquets, but
the real test of
ager, commentRachel Zamsteen takes her range and
ed before her
you on a soulful
musical dexterity •
performance,
was
a duet of
"We are trying
m usical journey."
Joni Mitchell's
to do something
famed
"River."
here. Rachel is
- Andy Feldman,
Zamsteen's rendithe most talenttion featured a
ed
performer
Zamsteen's manager
beautiful delivery
I've ever seen.
of the lyrics, "It's
Just close your
eyes and let the music sweep coming on Christmas, they're
you away. From first note to cutting down trees, they're putlast, Rachel Zamsteen takes you ting up reindeer and singing
songs of joy and peace, I wish I
on a soulful musical journey."
This singer blends jazz, had a river I could skate away
blues, folk, and rock into a mix- on."
ture that is not cacophonous,
Sully's was blessed with a fabbut a harmonious blend of ulous show, and we saw her perchords that are consistent and formance just in time, as she is
congruent. She credits her "skating away" on The Musician
grandfather, who was himself a Exchange Crike Tour. During
talented jazz musician, with her her time away, she will be teamnatural talents. That relation- ing up with Jonna Lee for a
ship offered her stability and short tour in memory of the
influenced her decision to fol- Crocodile Hunter Steve Irwin.
low in his footsteps. She stud- The tour will begin in Asbury
ied piano and guitar at a very Park, NJ, and will take them all
early age and her education was the way to Sweden.
a combination of the classics,
Zamsteen has also been nomMozart and Beethoven, with inated for two Asbury Music
classic jazz influences like Awards. Nominated in the cateCharlie "Bird" Parker.
gories of "Best Female Vocalist"
The chords are pleasing and and "Best Female Solo," she will
her melodies and chords blend perform at the Awards Show on
while recalling Nirvana as an Nov. 11, 2006 at The Stone
obvious influence. It is this con- Pony, in Asbury Park, NJ.
sistency combined with a natu- Hopefully, she will enjoy the
ral ability and strong drive that same success as other performdrew her father to purchase her ers whose careers began at the
first guitar. She has obviously now-infamous Stone Pony.
inherited her grandfather's musiThe performance at Sully's
cianship; it is apparent in her this Saturday evening showed
ability to play guitar and key- that not only is Zamsteen a talboard with the ease of a profes- ented singer and songwriter, she
sional.
is courteous and has the imporTwo hours later, after listen- tant ability to engage her audiing to her amazing, heart-throb- ence. I lent her my marker and
bing, pulsating folk and jazz had to wait an hour for its
infused lyrics written by the return while she graciously
singer and performed with great signed CDs and greeted all who
emotional force, one could not came out to see her.
help but concur with her managPlease visit www.rachelzamer's commentary. She displayed steen.com for more information
powerful vocals on "Drought" on Zamsteen's music and
and "The Same Way," ballads upcoming tour dates.

At some point in the director's commentary segment of the
movie Crash, director Paul
Haggis smiles proudly and claims
"This is my movie, Crash." The
look on his face says he deserves
a congratulatory pat on the back
for somehow managing to weave
a 'deep' and 'meaningful' story
involving
headlong
clashes
between every possible race he is
aware of in his 'controversial'
film.
Perhaps the meaning of controversy is lost to the viewers
these days that flood their local
multiplexes to watch the latest
blockbusters, because there is
nothing controversial about a
movie concerning racial tensions
in Los Angeles County. Perhaps
Haggis never watched a Spike Lee
film and actually believed that
the notion of 'everyone is a little
racist' was indeed a novel concept. Or maybe Haggis actually is
a brilliant individual for manufacturing Crash into the gimmick
that it is. In any case, it is actually frightening that so many people think this movie actually says
anything about racism in
America and the world as a
whole. Perhaps what Haggis really
deserves is not a congratulatory
pat on the back, but a smack
across the face for instilling the
notion in some people (who have
obviously never lived in a racially
diverse situation) that they now
have a somewhat complete and

By KATHLEEN LYONS

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

BySARAYOO
ARTS WRITER

thorough representation of what
hatred and racial clash are like.
And then there are some of us
who are brave enough to profess
that we do not know much about
interracial conflicts, except that
they exist and they affect our
lives in insidious ways. If we must
depend on Hollywood to teach
us anything about racism, we
should go beyond Racism for
Dummies and learn from something that is not so contrived and
two-dimensional.
Paradise Now should be
mandatory viewing for anyone
who wishes to experience a film
that is truly about the great
divide that exists between one
culture and another, and that
does not insult one's intelligence.
We have all seen the recent articles in the Tripod depicting various sides in the truly controversial Arab-Israeli conflict. We are
inundated by mug shots of these
terrorists who are so glorified in

their homeland and we think that
we have some understanding on
the situation - all Islamic fundamentalists must be predisposed
towards evil - but how many of
us have actually been to the
Middle East? Paradise Now is a
film about two West Bank residents, Khaled and Said, childhood friends living in the squalor
that
is
militant-occupied
Palestine. The two men are chosen by a local insurgent group for
a suicide bombing mission in Tel
Aviv. The movie remains staunchly neutral even though the story
unfolds from a Palestinian point
of view. The men are nurtured to
believe that martyrdom is a privilege and an honor that will grant
them entrance into heaven and
eternal peace.
One of the most haunting
moments in Paradise Now is
when Khaled and Said each
see CRASH on page 19

www.news.bbcco
In Paradise Now, young men are nurtured to believe that martyrdom is a privilege.

Cinestudio
Hollywoodland
Oct. 25-27; 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 28; 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
After you've indulged in the high-flying fantasy of this summer's Superman, it's time to return to earth
with a tale about the dark side of the caped superhero. Ben Affleck (who we knew all along could act)
inhabits the "sunshine and shadow" persona of George Reeves, who played Superman in a popular 1950s
television series. Affleck deftly captures Reeves' dawning realization that his dreams of being a movie
star were being trampled by that unstoppable monster, TV. When Reeves is found with a bullet in his
head in a house near Hollywood Boulevard, it falls to a perceptive detective (played by Academy Awardwinner Adrien Brody) to explore Reeves' lost hopes, his love affair with the wife (Diane Lane) of an
MGM mogul, and the truth about his death.
Quinceanera
Oct. 29; 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
Oct 30-31; 7:30 p.m.
"
If only we could entice Arnold Schwartzenegger to Cinestudio to watch (in widescreen Panavision) the
2006 winner of the Sundance Film Festival's Grand Jury Prize and Audience Award. Magdalena (Emily
Rios) is about to celebrate her Quinceanera (15th birthday/coming of age party), when she finds out
she is pregnant. Running away from home, Magdalena creates a new family of sorts with her 85-yeaf-old
Tio Tomas (Chalo Gonzalez, veteran actor of Sam Peckinpah westerns), and her gay cousin Carlos (Jesse
Garcia), "...an untidy, vital slice of Latino life with a loving sense of place." - Ella Taylor, Village Voice.
The Sunday Oct. 29 2:30 p.m. matinee screening of QUINCEANERA is a Special Benefit for The
Connecticut Gay & Lesbian Film Festival
Admission for this screening: $11, Students/Seniors $9 For more information call 860.586.1136.
The Exorcist
Oct. 31; 10 p.m.
If you're too old for trick-or-treating but young enough to handle supernatural-sized jolts to your heart,
we invite you to spend Halloween in the presence of pure evil on the Cinestudio screen. We're talking
about the cloven-hoofed one, whose unspeakable possession of a young girl (Linda Blair) sent meeker
members of the audience running out of theaters in 1973. We suggest that you only brave the undeniably real terror of The Exorcist (the re-tut version with extra scenes and state-of-the-art sound) in the
company of a friend. "Moral Rating: Very Offensive" - Christiananswers.net. Sponsored by The Fred
Pfeil Community Project.
See www.cinestudio.com for more.
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Fast-Paced Rhythm and Superb Acting Saves Factotum's Cliche Plot
By CHRIS CLARK
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Factotum is the story of a
constantly intoxicated man stumbling through life trying to find
contentment The film is based
on a book with the same title by
Charles Bukowski. It was directed
by Bent Hamer and originally
released in 2005 by IFC Films.
The plot is not strikingly original. It is a Kerouacian story of a
man named Henry Chinaski
(Matt Dillon). Chinaski - a counterpart of the book's author,
Charles Bukowski - wanders
through the city of Los Angeles,
Calif, in a constant state of
drunkenness looking for steady
work that doesn't interfere with
his unsuccessful writing career.
As we progress through the
film, Chinaski becomes romantically involved with two women,
Jan (Lili Taylor) and Laura
(Marisa Tomei). We are introduced first to Jan. She, like
Chinaski, seems to display many

of the symptoms of an alcoholic.
They are a perfect match. The
two live together and date on and
off throughout the movie, until
the end where Jan marries a rich
man for his money. Laura is a
staggeringly beautiful woman
who lives with two other girls and
a wealthy older man named Pierre
(Didier Flamand) who takes care
of the three girls financially.
Laura hangs out in bars frequently and this is where she and
Chinaski meet. Chinaski moves
in with Laura, Pierre and the two
other girls for a short time before
leaving and reuniting with Jan.
Factotum tries to get the audience
to
sympathize
with
Chinaski, a man who is essentially a dirtbag. He drinks too much,
he curses too often, and he is
constantly fighting with his girlfriend, but we can't help but like
the guy. Throughout the film, he
struggles to survive on fleeting
work and unemployment checks.
He can't hold a steady job
because he won't obey authority.

www.camdennewjournal.co.uk

Factotum depicts the life of Henry Chinaski (Dillon), a drunken dirtbag.

He mouths off to his bosses and
breaks all their little rules. Most
of these rules involve drinking on
the job. Wouldn't we all like to
have his backbone sometimes?
Chinaski is the kind of man we
would avoid eye contact with on
the street, but, when we see the
details of his squalid life, we sympathize and relate to him. He is
an inebriated, working-class hero.
The acting is first-rate. Every
character is a little offbeat, adding
to the ambience created by Matt
Dillon as the protagonist. Dillon
pulls off the role of Henry
www.azreporter.com
Chinaski much better than I had Dillon plays a low-life drunk, but still the audience can't help but sympathize.
expected. He captures the underlying self-loathing of his character almost at the same place we start- seared the infected area. This is
while remaining defiant, even ed. There is very little character followed by an unusually long
comedic, at times. His face development in the protagonist scene where Jan helps him wrap
remains completely reflective of and that may frustrate the average the area in gauze, and we are
exposed to much more of Matt
his inner emotions and this movie-goer.
However, there is a redeeming Dillon's body than I had ever
allows us to sympathize with an
otherwise unlikable, scruffy char- quality - the production of the hoped to witness.
film is solid. Director Bent
acter.
Overall the movie keeps up
Another performance that Hamer creates a vague, obscure with a fast-paced rhythm and
caught me off guard was Marisa feeling that runs through the doesn't drag on unnecessarily.
Tomei as Laura. She is a bar-fly. entirety of Factotum. It almost The editing is smooth, in contrast
Her clothes are ragged and her feels as if the viewer is not sup- to the chaotic life of the narrator.
hair is always ruffled like she just posed to see what is on screen. I found myself fairly engaged
woke up in a dumpster, but her It's a guilty sensation: peering throughout the full 94 minute
beauty radiates from underneath into this man's private wreck of a run time. But this film isn't for
it all. Tomei's grace on screen is life. There is a scene in which everyone. The general movienatural and it allows us to see the Chinaski discovers that he has going public may not find it too
beautiful person below her dirty gotten crabs from his girlfriend, appealing as it doesn't fill the typJan, who has been sleeping ical mold of a Hollywood film.
exterior.
The film's script itself is not around on him. He is prescribed Factotum comes off as a very
particularly compelling. It has some ointment at the doctor's expensive and well produced
been done 100 times before by -office and told to apply a small independent fiim. I would say
numerous authors and filmmak- amount and only leave it for an definitely check this movie out if
ers: a drunken guy - often a hour. He decides to apply a large you are in the mood for an offwriter - wandering around trying amount and leave it on all night beat, artsy film about a lovable,
to find himself. It's a typical beat- in order to "kill them all." He substance-abuser with whom you
generation kind of story. By the wakes up in the morning to dis- can't help but sympathize.
end of the film we wind up cover that the ointment has Factotum is in theaters now.

Heroin Addictions Take Center Stage in Gelber's Connection
continued &om page 1
them that a crew has arrived to
film a documentary of the experience.
The junkies sit in a sparsely furnished apartment belonging to
Leech, who acts as their connection to Cowboy, their primary
drug dealer. The tension in the
apartment is palpable: no one
knows where Cowboy is, and there
can be no peace until he arrives
with their next "turn on." This
turn on, a heroin fix, takes on a
life of its own. It is an entity that
dominates the room with its
absence. Without heroin to link
them together, the characters in
the drama would be scattered; it is
their allegiance to the drug that
brings them to Leech's apartment
Lucas Burns '08 plays the much
sought-after Cowboy, the true
"connection" to heroin, with a
slight southern twang and an arrogant gait. He explained their connection in terms of the illegality of
their addiction, "It's interesting to
watch a group of people subjugated to a small apartment because
'they happen to have a vice that's
illegal.' The cramped space, the
physical discomfortthese are the
effects of the drug. But the isolation, the feeling of being separated
from the rest of humanity - these
are the effects of the law." The
characters' isolation and separation
from the outside world, as well as
from each other, is manifest
throughout the play. The junkies

are washed out and crazy-looking,
and, even during periods of conversation, each is an island unto
themselves - alone with their craving.
David Calder '07 plays the anxious Leech, and he has mastered
his character's neurotic mannerisms. There is no point when
Calder drops Leech from his voice
or body; he convinces the audience of both the physical and
mental reality of his character.
Jennifer Abalajon '10 demonstrates a serious commitment to
her first role at Trinity throughout
her portrayal of Edie, a failed
writer who unravels slowly onstage.
"When I first read the play, I was
thinking in my head, 'God, how
am I going to pull this off? How
am I supposed to believably play
someone addicted to heroin,
prone to violence, and not mentally together?'" Abalajon said, discussing the difficulties involved
with the subject matter of the play.
Malcolm Brown '10 plays the
role of Sam with a presence that is
remarkable; he walks stiltedly
around the stage, his tall frame
emphasized by his lanky walk. He
delivers his monologues like poetry and it is difficult to turn away
from him while he stares into the
audience. Brown commented that
"I found this to be an overwhelming experience, and I just can't wait
to perform it again - and get a
hold of the audience's faces when
they witness my character in
action." The design of the play is

played with typical notions of how and false, fiction and reality... [but]
a play is 'supposed' to work. I was In confusing truth and falsehood,
happy to see that Trinity's theater The Connection actually becomes
and arts world is still pushing incredibly reaL"
boundaries in* interesting and
The reality that comes out of
the confusion'is one that presents
unique ways."
The Connection challenges the difficult questions. Who is respontraditional structure of a play in a sible for the mess onstage? The
manner that blurs the distinctions junkies who depend so heavily on
between more than just cast and their fix? Their dealer, Cowboy,
audience. It becomes difficult to who provides them with a "turn
separate right from wrong, who is on?" Or Jaybird, the author who
moral and who immoral. The drug criticizes his hired junkies for faildealer is charismatic and appeal- ing to stick to the plot he suggesting, while the straight edge produc- ed, saying, "Where is the philosoer is exploitive and irritating. One phy I put in your mouths?" The
of the most sympathetic characters producer who sells their story to
is the intelligent Sally (Sarah both audience and a film crew? Or
Schoenbeck '09), who reveals a is it society's fault for failing to
past that blows away the stereotype address the sources of pain, that
of a uneducated junkie. Calder plague this disenfranchised group
and then banning their escape
articulated the results of that confrom this pain?
fusion, "The Connection complicates our understanding of true
Jaybird's befuddled musings
reveal the final, confusing modification to the traditional play: "I
researched carefully- why'd you
change? [...] There's no hero in this
play. I wrote a play with four
heroes." This conclusion presents
the final shock to the audience.
Who has ever heard of a play without a hero? Yet another question.
Ultimately: yes, the play has its
flaws and at times one wishes to
slip out of the theater and back
into the Trinity reality. And yes,
one walks away with a lot of questions and very few answers, but at
least one provoked into thinking
Mitchell Polin instead of skipping off gleefully
David Calder '07 as the disturbed and neurotic Leech after getting his "turn on." without a thought.

certainly conducive to getting a
hold of the audience's faces. Yet,
that very design bewildered some
members of the audience so much
during the first act that they left:
the theater before the second.
Alexandra Lawrence '07, who
plays the lonely Sister Salvation,
spoke to the difficulty of watching
the play, "The musical interludes
are harsh, the characters are mean
and angry, even to the audience
members [...] it is not easy to be a
part of that dire world for over two
hours [...] I think it is less important that people enjoy the show,
rather that they find it compelling
and meaningful in some way."
Alex Manevitz '09 talked about
his positive reaction to the format
of the play, "I particularly like the
fact that the play seemed to break
down the distinctions between cast
and crew [...] The Connection

-
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Crash and Paradise Present Race Issues
continued from page 17 •

film that compels us to entertain
the notion that terrorists are
record farewell videos before merely humans who have reasons
preparing for their mission. for their hatred and that they
Both man clutch large machine have families and lovers that will
guns as they bid farewell to their grieve for them after their death.
parents. There is no poignant, That they feel fear, trepidation,
new-age sounding background and uncertainty in the pressure to
music accompanying slow- help bring deliverance to their
motion scenes like in Crash, crumbling homeland. However,
only uncomfortable silence and to interpret the movie as a work
the utterly stoic voices of the of agitprop that somehow
two men. When the day of the humanizes and exalts terrorists,
mission arrives, explosives are justifies acts of terrorism and at
strapped on to the men and the same time deliberately tries to
they don suits to appear as call for the end of the Zionist
occupation of
though they are
Palestine,
is
Perhaps Paradise Now
attending a wedutterly foolish.
ding. The plan
is so disconcerting for
It is simply a
goes awry and
us to watch as
sincere look at
Khaled and Said
Americans because it is a genuine probare separated, Said
lem.
returning
home
an actual Palestinian
Crash
is
while Khaled conElm that compels us to actually the far
tinues on with the
more dangerentertain the notion
mission. In the
ous and manipbeginning of the
that terrorists are mereulative
of the
film, Khaled is less
ly
humans
who
have
two
films,
committed to the
because
it
reasons
for
their
cause than Said. A
attempts
to
use
woman
named
hatred.
Los Angeles as
Suha,
Khaled's
a microcosm
love interest, tries
to convince Khaled to see reason that contains all the possible
- that martyrdom- and" violence brands of racism that exist in the
is no way to go about looking world - an attempt at which it
for peace. In the end though, fails. The mechanisms of racism
Khaled does go through with are much more subtle and vicious
the mission and Said changes his than those seen in Crash. Crash
resolves nicely in that thugs turn
mind.
The character depictions of out to be heroes, the corrupt are
Khaled and Said are a far cry redeemed, and the characters all
from the mug shots of fanatics seem to learn the lesson that the
that we see on the news. Maybe cruel manifestations of racism
Paradise Now is so disconcerting can be overcome with rationalfor us to watch as Americans ism. But what meaning does
because it is an actual Palestinian rationalism have in a nation run

by a fundamentalist president
whose agenda is to annihilate
other fundamentalist groups overseas? In Cn\sh, a white police officer who molests a black woman
later saves her life in a car crash.
A white woman accuses a
Hispanic locksmith of being a
thief, and then later claims that
her Latina housekeeper is her best
friend when she comes to her aid
after falling down a flight of
stairs. These characters are asked
to be forgiven in the audience's
eyes. In reality, where true racism
is present, people are less likely to
forgive so easily. It is unlikely that
participants and victims in the
events preceding the Los Angeles
Riots have forgiven anyone for
the beatings of Rodney King and
the shooting of Latasha Harlins.
Hatred embedded in racism is
much harder to unlearn than
Haggis leads the viewer to believe.
Paradise Now does not
attempt to reassure its audience
in any way, or provide us with a
silly resolution to the story, or
sway our sympathies to any one
side of the conflict. The final
scene, with a disturbingly stoic
and unfazed Khaled sitting on a
bus full of Israelis, is enough to
make anyone's soul grow cold.
Upon watching Paradise Now,
films like Crash, Do the Right
Thing, and American History X
will seem warm and fuzzy in
comparison. While Crash leaves
one feeling complacent, Paradise
leaves us feeling uncomfortable
and near-hopeless - exactly the
kind of emotions. that would
compel us to seek a solution to
the abomination that is racial
conflict
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DVD
The L-Word
The Complete Third Season
The L Word is billed as the intimate story about the lives and
loves of a group of lesbian friends living in Los Angeles. It centers on Jenny (Mia Kirshner), a recent graduate of the University
of Chicago, who moves to Los Angeles to live with her boyfriend
Tim (Eric Mabius), and begins a professional writing career.
Jenny's life is turned upside down when she attends a party hosted by Tim's next-door neighbors, Bette Qennifer Beals) and Tina
(Laurel Hollomon), a lesbian couple who are looking to take the
step into parenthood after seven years of dating. A brief
encounter at the party with Marina (Karina Lombard), the owner
of The Planet, the local coffeehouse that the ladies gather on a
daily basis, suddenly has Jenny thrust into the local lesbian community and a whole new world she never understood until she
questions her own sexual orientation. Other friends of Bette and
Tina include Dana (Erin Daniels), a rising tennis player looking
for love despites having no dating experience; Alice (Leisha
Hailey), a magazine writer who just wants to find the woman of
her dreams; and Shane (Katherine Moenning), sexually aggressive
slacker/hairstylist who seeks a just for her own pleasures.

Mission Impossible III
Special Collector's Edition
Super-spy Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) has retired from active
duty to train new IMF agents. But he is called back into action
to confront the toughest villain he's ever faced - Owen Davian
(Philip Seymour Hoffman), an international weapons and information provider with no remorse and no conscience. Hunt
assembles his team - his old friend Luther Strickell (Ving
Rhames), transportation expert Declan Qonathan Rhys Meyers),
and background operative Zhen (Maggie Q), to rescue one of
his own trainees, Iindsey (Keri Russell), who was kidnapped
while on a surveillance detail of Davian. It soon becomes evident that Davian is well-protected, well-connected, and downright malicious, forcing Hunt to extend his journey back into
the field in order to rescue his wife, Julia (Michelle Monaghan),
and uncover IMF double agents in the process.
From www.amazon.com
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One Stop Job Slopping.,,
Trml to New York City m January 12th to Interview with Top
, Employers m Law? Finaacef Comltii^, Pilling and lore!

Black Alumni

Apply to interviewforjobs with top New York firms.
Students selected by employers to interview will be notified
by mid-December. All interviews will be conducted at the
AMA Building a t 1601 Broadway on January 12th.
To be considered by employers for an interview, you must
pre-apply! All applications are due Monday, November 13th.

Saturday, November 4, 2006
10:00 am
Umoja House

To learn more about this exciting opportunity and how to
apply, attend an INFORMATION SESSION:
Tuesday, October 24th at ?ptn
OR
Friday, Septemker 27th at noon
CSO Lobhj

I

Don't miss this opportunity to meet and
interact with members of the Black Alumni
Organization. This group of Trinity Alumni
are ready to provide assistance and advice as
you start to think about or plan out your
future. Connections made at events
like these are priceless!

Not interested in working in New York? More information
to come on an Off-Campus Recruiting Event in Washington
D.C. on February 9.
For more information on all these Off-Campus Recruiting
Events, go to:
http://wwm?,triBcoILed«/Staden-QLife/CareerSer\'ices/
stodeBts/IReoProgs.fatro

Career Services

For more information and to RSVP please contact
Andrea St. James in Career Services:
andrea.stjames@trinco!!.eclu or 297.2084

fe

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will
become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus
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annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. For more information,
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visit law.quinnipiac.edti or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Fans Beware, theSports Cliche Has Taken Over Your World
ByJAYACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER

star sidelined with an injury claims, "My
teammates have really stepped up." Flip
the situations and you can just as eisty
read about a running back thanking his
offensive line for "stepping up" while the
basketball player correctly spells out the
word team.
The always-popular "effort adage" is a
prime example of the cliche plague. When,
an athlete says, "We gave 110 percent out
there," he or she is really telling you, "I
. received no real education whatsoever."
The beauty of this saying is that, like all
sports maxims, you know exactly what the
athletes mean, but you never take the time
to really examine what they say. Ever won-

der who first decided that giving 100 percent of your effort was simply insufficient?
The team gave every ounce of effort it
could muster, but the coaches demanded
10 percent more. Did the ball boy get a
chance? Did a drained team hand over the
helmets to the cheerleaders for a few
downs?
It's not that I don't understand the
benefits of the sports cliche; it's just that
the language of sports is becoming routine, part of a string of anticipated statements. There's nothing novel about these
sayings. There's no reason to listen when
most professional athletes speak. This is
why Shaq needs his own interview-high-

Sports fans be Forewarned - your world
is plagued. It's be.en infected by something so prevalent that it's gone unnoticed
by nearly everyone in sports.
This disease is more rampant than
steroids, more obnoxious than Terrell
Owens, more inane than comparisons to
MJ, and more unintelligent than Tim
McCarver (yes, Tim McCarver - the situation is that serious). Fans and athletes
alike, you are all becoming victims of the
sports cliche.
A cliche often uses ah alias to disguise
itself (truism, axiom, adage, motto, aphorism, maxim), but don't be fooled - they're
all the same and they're all becoming the
most predictable aspect of sports since
JV/Varsity scrimmages. Ask any coach and
he or she will say that "Defense wins championships." Read about a player in the
paper fresh off another terrible performance, and A-Rod will tell you, "I need to
stop thinking and react."
A recent poll on Sportscliche.com
revealed that "taking it one game at a
time" is the most overused statement in
sports, while 45 percent of voters believe
Dick Vitale is cliche-dependent and an
additional 81 percent admitted that polls
on sports cliches are in fact cliche themselves.
Whatever the general public may
believe, cliches offer a degree of truth that
everyone can understand. However, they
have become so ingrained in an-athlete's
speech that reading an article or watching
an interview doesn't offer you anything
honest, new, or exciting.
A running back interviewed for his
three-TD outburst might tell the reporter,
www.ttbam.com
"There's no T in team," while a basketball Shaq, a.k.a. the Big Aristotle, is always eager to give us something fresh and new in his interviews.

SPORTS IN BRIEF
Home Games in Bold
Tuesday, Oct. 24
\",
^
Volleyball @ Amherst (NESCAC QufeKs. Amherst)
C#5

Wednesday, O« I 21
Women's Soccer vs. Eastern Connecticut (3:00)
UJ

Thursday, Oct. 2h
Field Hockey vs. Springfield (6:00)
Friday, Oct. 27
Volleyball @ Wesleyan (N ESCAC Quad vs. Bates)

O

u
a.

Saturday, Oct. -<•
Football vs. Middiebury <12:30)
Field Hockey ' Middlebinv
Men's & Women's Cross Country @ NESCAC
Championship i " Harkness State Park)
Men's Soccer "• Middiebury
Womer/i Soccer i» Mitldli-bury
Volleyball ^ p W e y a n J p S C A C Quad vs.
MenJfeJfWomen's Freshman Crew @ Head of Schulkyll
W o r l n ' s Rugby vs. Bentley (NEFRU Championship)
Sunday, Oct. 29
' Men's & Women's Crew @ Princeton Chase

light reel/live show/presidential nomination.
Yet while Shaq has his share of absurd
statements, the Big Aristotle would never
utter something as ridiculous as, "The
proof is in the pudding." What athletes,
coaches, and analysts probably don't realize is that they're quoting the 17th century novel Don Quixote by Miguel de
Cervantes, which states, "The proof of the
pudding is in the eating." This is essentially used to say that the truth is obvious
when you examine the results. But it's also
commonly used to make you sound
incredibly foolish. "The proof is in the
pudding." Great. Now let's use our minds
to discuss sports a bit more intelligently, if
we can.
But, inevitably, more cliches surface.
"We beat ourselves today." No, no you
didn't.
The Scoreboard did not read
"Tigers 7, Tigers 2." Last time I checked,
the Cardinals scored seven runs for themselves. Maybe Justin Verlander should
have pitched around Albert Pujols, but
Verlander didn't throw himself a pitch,
sprint home, grab a bat and Cardinals cap,
and swing for the fences.
There's no denying the obvious truth
behind this cliche: mistakes decrease your
chances of winning. But you do not under
any circumstances beat yourself. Fletcher
Reede in Liar Liar beat himself. Instead,
what you are doing is offering your opponent several chances to beat you and win
the game themselves.
Pitching to Albert Pujols with a runner
on and first base open is helping your
opponent, but Pujols might still fly out.
Playing zone against Ray Allen is helping
your opponent, but Allen still needs to
knock down his jumpers. A turnover only
see PROS on page 23

Injuries, Low Turnout Leads to
Difficult Road for Men's Rugby
By HANNAH CHARKY
SPORTS WRITER

Bantams began their season against a
very good Providence team and played
possibly their best game of the year, but
the overwhelming numbers advantage
that Providence possessed was too much
for Trinity to overcome and the game
turned out to be a lopsided victory for
Providence.
Their closest
game
was
against Bryant
College on Sept.
30.
The game
was a defensive
contest throughout the majority
of the game, but
the
end,
in

The Men's Rugby team suffered poor
luck of the draw this season, ending with
a 0-5 record.
An unusually high rate of injury and
unusually low turnout combined with
membership in a
very
powerful
division were a
few of the factors that led to
the disappointing
campaign
this fall.
"We had four
[or] five concussions this year
Trinity
was
which is really
unable to put
rare," said junior
enough points
Phil Almquist.
the board
"There were also
and' lost 9-3.
a few long term
In a bit of
injuries
that
controversy dursidelined veteran
ing the game, it
players. All
appeared as if
1
the new kids saw j ^ .
the Bantams had
the
random,
scored
a
tT
Y
unusually high
f *
version
number
[of
Edwin c. Pratt of
a
touchinjuries]
and The Men's Rugby team had a tough season this FalL
down), which in
quit. The comturn would have
bination of low turnout and loss of sen- won the game for the Bantams, but a
iors to graduation was rough."
Bryant player's hand was underneath the
Last spring, the men had one of their ball in the try zone, thus disallowing the
most successful seasons in recent memo- score.
ry. They finished 8-1, with the sole loss
The majority of the Bantams' games
coming against Providence during the
Beast of the East Championship. The'
see M. RUGBY on page 22
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Crew Teams Earn Three Medals at Housatonic |M. Rugby Has
Tough Season
Against Div. II
continued from page 24

Regardless, the Trinity boat finished with a
bronze medal and a time of 15:29.905, five
by five seconds with times of 14:40.492 seconds behind Queen's University of
Canada. The Western Rowing Club won
and 14:45.514 respectively.
The first race for the Trinity women at the race with a time of 15.08.301. "It was
the Housatonic was the Collegiate eight quite a statement to have our second varsinon-Division I race in which Carmel ty boat go out and beat our regular season
Zahran '08 and her boat finished third competition," Rey Nebel '07 said.
The women's Collegiate eight race was
behind Dowling College and the Coast
Guard Academy with a time of 16:44.239. up next and Trinity's boat rowed a good
The second Trinity boat in the. race fin- race and finished 18th in a very strong
ished with a time of 18:29.468 in 11th field of 57 teams. The Trinity women finplace, six seconds behind Mount Holyoke. ished right in the middle of a large pack of
Two more Women's boats were entered six boats, which included Tufts, University
into the Collegiate novice eight race, of Vermont, Trinity, MIT, Colgate, and
which took second and fifth in the race. Hobart and William Smith. Just over four
The boat entered by Trish Cipicchio '10 seconds separated these six teams at the
finished the race with a time of 18:38.373 finish line. This result was much different
and a silver medal while Emily Forsyth '10 from last year when the Bantams won this
race but there were many different circumand her boat finished fifth at 19:27.919.
After the Bantams' strong showing at stances in this year's event. "We had an
the Housatonic, the teams took two weeks outstanding race," said tri-captain Jen
off from competition to focus all their Wrobel '07. "There were seven Division I
efforts on the Charles. For two straight
years, Trinity has performed very well in
Cambridge and they hoped that this year
would be no different.
The women's Club eight race was the
first race of. the weekend for the Bantams.
The women finished 20th of 51 teams
behind the Minnesota Rowing Bison with
a time of 19:57.490. The Bantams were the
first NESCAC school to finish the Club
race, beating both Williams boats who
were the fastest teams at the NCAA
Championships last year. The women's
Club eight was the only race on Saturday
for Trinity as the rest of the team geared
up for a very big Sunday in Boston.
The first race for Trinity on Sunday was
the Collegiate eight race, which was actually the Bantam men's second boat because
the first boat was competing in the
Championship eight race later in the day.

schools in the race this year that weren't
there last year. As a team, we've made
huge improvements this year."
The final race of the weekend for the
Bantams was the aforementioned men's
Championship eight race. Trinity's top
men's boat finished 13th out of 41 boats
with a time of 14:46.147. The US Rowing
Princeton Training Center team won the
race and among the different boats that
were entered in the race were teams from
Cambridge University, Oxford, U C
Berkeley, University of Victoria, and Navy.
"The momentum we gain from this is a
product of the last three years [...] but
we're going to come out in the spring and
give even more effort than before," tri-captain Peter Graves *07 said.
The next regattas for the Rowing teams
will be the Head of Schulkyll this coming
Saturday in Philadelphia, Penn., for the
freshman boats and the Princeton Chase
in Princeton, NJ for the upper-class boats.

Edwin C Pratt

The Men's first eight boat rowed their way to a 13th place finish in the Championship race.

continued from page 21

this season were played against powerhouse northeastern schools. The dis
crepancy between school size and team
strength between Trinity and their opponents led to unfavorable match-ups for
the Bantams all season.
Among the Bantams' opponents this
season were the University of Rhode
Island - a school that plays Division I for
tournaments - and the Coast Guard
Academy - who went to Stanford, Calif,
last semester and won the Division II
championships. A reorganizing of divisions may occur in the near future, which
would bump the men into a lower division. This would lead to more reasonable competition for the Bantams.
The team is continually looking to
recruit new members, and many new
recruits have no prior experience with
the sport.
"We're always ready to welcome ne'w
rookies," said Almquist. "I hope that
the freak injuries won't stop them from
trying the sport. Rugby is always fun
and we manage to have a good time as a
team."

Editor's note: Both Trinity's Men':
and Women's Rugby regular season:
ended this past weekend, but tht
Women's team was able to advance tc
the NEFRU Championship this Saturday
which will be played at home agains
Bentley College. The time is still to b<
determined.

Runners win 520 Yards of Offense a Season High for Bantams
Defense isfrugal as usual, while Offense hits its stride right before toughest stretch of the season.
Pies at RPI
Invitational

Immediately after halftime, drive in a similar fashion as run- Trinity secondary, "Hitting i
:
the Bantams came out and put ning back Lemi Joyner '09 carried just an attitude we have,
yard line with 6:12 left in the half. the game out of reach with the ball six times for 40 yards, but Mounds said.
By the start of the fourtl
lineman
The Bantams' second touch- another 12 play, 69 yard touch- Bowdoin defensive
down drive saw McGrath com- down drive which this time fea- Michael Vitousek forced and quarterj the outcome of the gam
recovered Joyner's fumble on the was not in doubt as both team
plete passes to five different tured the rushing game.
receivers, including a 16 yard
Leo rushed for 41 yards on nine yard line to prevent the benched their starters, savin
them for next week. At the ver
completion to Kevin Garron '09 eight carries during the drive, score.
and a 14 yard completion to including the one yard touchThe Bantam defense was great beginning of the quarte;
Clark for his first touchdown down run to put the game out of all afternoon. Neither Duffy or McGrath completed his last pas
reception of the day. Swiniarski reach for Bowdoin at 21-0.
Kell had any time to look' for a of the game to Clark for th
put the second extra point
It looked as if Trinity was receiver and when Bowdoin did receiver's second touchdow
through the uprights to make the about to put another touchdown complete a pass, the receiver was catch of the day.
score 14-0 going into the half
For the remainder of th
on the board on their following immediately hit hard by the
game, Trinity's second line c
players performed very wel
Hi:
including Robert Jackson '10 wh
accumulated 47 yards on eigl
carries in less than a quarte
Donald Driscoll '09 capped o
the day for the Bantams' offen:
with a two yard touchdown xv
to push the score to 34-0.
The Bantams will face tw
very good teams the next tw
weeks. Middlebury will come 1
Hartford next week with a 4
record, having dispatched Bat
this past week 31-7.
Middlebury ranks fourth
the NESCAC, averaging
points per game. The Panthe
also rank fifth in the NESCA*
allowing. 11.4 points per garr
After Middlebury, the Amhe]
Lord Jeffs will come to Trinity f
Homecoming weekend.
The Bantams will need to b(
both these opponents if th
want to have a chance to earn
. • " • " • ' .
•
' .•;•.'. .;' . ; ; . : ; . :
." . \ ' V : , :
.. ""• •"'••;'-,
' •• . . - . . 7 Edwin C. Pratt-: least a, share of the NESCAC ti
Running back Genarro Leo '07 has led the Bantams' offense all season and leads the NESCAC with 92 rushing yards per game. for the fifth straight year.
continued from page 24

continued from page 24
a strong showing in the NESCAC
meet is a positive indicator for
the New England Championship
meet, where teams qualify for the
NCAA Championships.
This year's NESCAC meet
will be held at Connecticut
CoEege, a favorite course among
all of the runners. The
Connecticut College course is a
flat course that runs along the
Long Island Sound. The Trinity
Cross Country teams frequent
Connecticut College at least once
fear to take advantage of the fast
course and corresponding fast
times. This is definitely an
advantage for Trinity's two squads
with plenty of experienced runners.
The Men's team is currently
ranked fourth in New England.
This year, Trinity's top five runners look like the strongest group
in years. The Bantams will welcome back sophomore standout
Sam Moorhead who missed the
Rensselear race due to injury.
Moorhead has shown this season
that he can run with the best of
them, consistently running in the
lead pack with Norte and Gravel.
It is tough to predict results jm a
league as competitive as the
NESCAC, but it is certain that
they will make a splash.

:
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Trinity Clinches Playoff Bid with Win Over Bates Pros'Give 110
Percent' On the
Field, Not Off
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS WRITER

the Bantams walked away with a loss after on Sunday at home against the number
failing to produce more than five shots five team. The final seeding for the tourand two corner kicks. Parmenter believes nament will be announced Saturday after
With a 3-0 win over the Bates College that the problem lay withs hsw the team the end of the last NESCAC game, so the
Bobcats this past Wednesday at Robin L. meshed on Saturday.
team will have to wait until then to hear
Sheppard Field, the.Trinity College Field
"Bowdoin believes they can win. They for sure where they will play on Sunday.
Hockey team secured themselves a postsea- played very well as a team. We were more
Trinity is 7-0 at Sheppard Field, so it
son bid and a winning season. - The about individual effort. We didn't really would be to their advantage to come out
Bantams now sport a record of 8-4 overall have the connection we had against Bates on top in the race for fourth place, but
on Wednesday," she explained.
Parmenter rejected the theory that the
and 5-3 in NESCAC play.
The focus for the Bantams this week Bantams might have trouble away from
Trinity controlled the game on
Wednesday, taking 11 total shots and 13 will be preparing for the last two games of home.
"I think they love playing on the
corners, scoring three goals, and making the regular season: Springfield at home oh
four saves. "We were in the driving seat Thursday at 6:00 p.m. and Middlebury Astroturf as opposed to the field turf.
That's why we'd rather play Tufts at home.
against Bates from the first whistle," Head away on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Trinity
and
Tufts
are
currently
tied
for
[But] I don't put a lot of stock in statistiCoach Anne Parmenter said of her team's
fourth
in
the
NESCAC,
and
whichever
cal
stuff [like the team's home versus away
dominance.
team
can
stay
in
fourth
place
will
play
the
record].
You win the game or you don't
Sophomore forward Karli Del Rossi
first
game
of
the
NESCAC
Tournament
win
the
game,
it's that simple," she said.
scored the first goal of the game on an
assist by senior co-captain midfielder
Lauren Malinowski with 26:24 on the
clock in the first half. Just before the end
of the half, Trinity scored again when
sophomore defender Emily Skipp put the
ball into the net off an assist from junior
midfielder Katie Curran and senior co-cap. tain forward Erin Daly. With one second
left in the game, Daly scored the third goal
for the Bantams with the assist coming
from Del Rossi.
Freshman goalie Jill Fraker's fourth
shutout tied her for" third place in the
NESCAC.
Del Rossi's goal and assist on
Wednesday-were her second and sixth,
fry :.- *VWtfSf ft&tf
respectively. She is first on the team and
tied for fourth in the NESCAC in total
assists. Her average of 0.50 assists per
game is also good for a fourth-place tie in
the NESCAC.
Trinity was on the other end of a
shutout this past Saturday in a 2-0 away
mmsmamsm
loss to the ninth ranked Bowdoin College
Edwin C.game.
Pratt
Polar Bears. Fraker made eight saves, but The Field Hockey team is still battling for fourth place in the league and a home fiist round tournament
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continued from page 21
hurts if the other team can capitalize in
the end and turn your TO's into their
TD's. No team beats themselves. Period.
Except the Oakland Raiders - they beat
themselves. •
While truisms might convey meaning,
they rarely capture the historical or the
unbelievable in sports. They tread wearily
through the mundane and routine. Every
player recognizes that "it's not about individual awards." Every team "leaves it all
out on the field." Every coach "takes it
one game at a.time."
In today's fast-paced world of short
attention spans, athletes throw out cliches
to reporters like bones to a pack of dogs.
Since sports figures are under constant
scrutiny, they must be careful about how
they present each statement. They're followed not just on the playing field but
into the locker rooms, into clubs and
restaurants, and into their homes.
Thanks to this constant pressure,
cliches have become the quickest and
safest answers. They can't be misconstrued
in the papers. So, as boring and overused
as they are, sports sayings create a useful,
ready-made language impenetrable to the
media.
So it's the media which is at fault for
this plague in its over-analytic nature. And
the media, as we all know, will analyze
absolutely anything. Just look at this article. As much as I hate to admit it, the
proof is in the pudding.

Get this week's game schedule on page 21 Read about Field Hockey on page 23
¥
¥
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Offense Catches Fire Against Lowly Bowdoin, Bants Win 34-0
ByJONSIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
This past Saturday, the Trinity Football
team continued its recent dominance with
a 34-0 victory over the Bowdoin Polar
Bears. The shutout was Trinity's third in a
row. In addition to the stellar defense that
the Bantams have displayed the past weeks,
the offense came alive in Maine, putting
up 520 yards against the Polar Bears during
Bowdoin's homecoming weekend.
Trinity's defense was stingy as usual
against a weak Bowdoin offense whose
main weapon, quarterback Tom Duffy, was
suffering from a pinched nerve in his
throwing shoulder and split time with
freshman Oliver Kell.
The Bantams' defense was led by linebacker Nile Lundgren '07 who recorded
seven tackles, including two for a loss, and
one sack and Jared Boyd '08 who had four
tackles. The defense gave up 111 yards to
Bowdoin, only 38 of which were passing
yards.

-

?

hesitate to come by us again."
Through a combination of poor play
from Bowdoin and the superb effort of
Trinity's secondary, Duffy and Kell were a
combined 4-20 for 38 yards. Throughout
the afternoon, Bowdoin receivers had difficulty getting open and when a pass was
completed, the Trinity secondary immediately made the tackle for little if any gain
after the catch.
The Trinity offense was led by their

usual stalwarts: quarterback Eric McGrath
'09 had three touchdown passes and 262
yards through the air on the day; wide
receiver Chris Olenoski '07 caught three
passes for 61 yards, one of which he took
49 yards for the Bantams' first touchdown,
and running back Genarro Leo '07, who
ran for 120 yards and one touchdown, led
the Bantams' ground game.
Another key performer on the day was
wide receiver joe Clark '07, who had 44

•" ~ - - - - -

The defensive front was strong as usual,
giving up 73 rushing yards on the day, 53
of which were accumulated by Bowdoin's
talented running back Jeff Smith. Smith
was really the only Polar Bear who was able
to get into any sort of groove against
Trinity because the passing effort of Duffy
and Kell was atrocious all afternoon. "Our
defense starts with the defensive line," said
safety -Paul Mounds '07. "They put so
much pressure on the quarterback ... and
it's our duty [in the secondary] to hit the
opposing team hard enough to make them

receiving yards and two touchdown catches. 520 yards is by far the most offensive
yards that Trinity has accumulated in one
game this year.
"Our offensive production had a lot to
do with with the offensive line this week,"
said McGrath. "They had their best game
by far this week. The pass protection was
great all game."
The Bantams began the day with a 14
play 69 yard drive that stalled at the
Bowdoin seven yard line. On fourth
down, a bad snap on the field goal attempt
forced a pass attempt but it was incomplete and the Polar Bears took over the ball
on downs.
On the ensuing drive, Bowdoin was
able to get two first downs before punting
the ball away. The Bantams' second drive
of the game started with four straight runs
by Leo and finished with Olenoski's 49
yard touchdown catch.
On second and 10 from around midfield, Olenoski found himself wide open in
the middle of Bowdoin's zone defense
where McGrath placed a perfectly thrown
ball right into his chest. The receiver then
made three different moves to avoid
Bowdoin defenders, reversing his direction
twice en route to the end zone for the first
touchdown of the day. Kevin Swiniarski
'07 added the extra point to make the
score 7-0.
After the touchdown, the teams traded
punts for the next 13 minutes until Trinity
took possession of the ball 'at their own 36

Edwin C Pratt
Eric McGrath '09 had 260 yards passing this past weekend against Bowdoin's cover two defense.

see 520 on page 22

Places Sixth and 10th at RPI Invite |Bantams Perform Well at
Third Consecutive Charles

By ANTONIO QUINTERO
SPORTS WRITER

Last
weekend,
at
the
Rensselear
Invitational
in
Rochester, NY, Trinity's Men's
and Women's Cross Country
teams both excellently competed
and were rewarded with pie three wild berry pies to be exact.
Three Trinity runners placed
in the top 15 and each received a
delicious pie as a reward. Led by
sophomore Hunter Norte, the
Bantams placed sixth of 20 teams
in the 8-kilometer race with a
team score of 155. Norte finished second overall with a
scorching time of 25:26.
Behind the young stud were
the captains, senior Nate Gravel
and junior Matt Anderson, who
were unwilling to let Norte be the
only Trinity runner enjoying
dessert after the race.
Anderson and Gravel, placing
ninth and 13th with times of
26:06 and 26:23 respectively, were
quite familiar with the Rensselear
Invitational, infamous for handing out pies to the.top finishers
in the race.
"I was ready to rip this week
[...] I love pie," Gravel said, referring to the prestigious prize that
is only bestowed upon the top 20
male and female athletes;
At the same meet, Trinity's
Mandy Williams '08 represented

the Bantams as the sole pie win- Castillo '08 finished 50th at
ner with a time of 18:50 in the 5- 19:48. Trinity's fourth and fifth
kilometer competition. Taking runners were freshman Hanako
19th overall, Williams took home Justice and junior captain
a treat for her efforts, but more Meghan Apfelbaum.
importantly, she led the team to a
Looking towards this coming
10th place finish.
weekend, the Bantams will be
"I am glad that I could repre- competing in the NESCAC
sent my school and my team," Championship race. Both the
said Williams, "I'll definitely Men's and Women's squads will
share this pie with my team- be competing for something
much more important than
mates."
Sophomore Allie Lemire fin- pie. It is common knowledge that
ished 43rd with a time of 19:39
see RUNNERS on page 22
and captain Christina Wheeler-

www.Vnm nil cuu
The Trinity runners should preform well at the NESCAC Championships next week.

ByJONSIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity Men's
and
Women's Crew teams went into
their biggest regatta of the year
this past weekend at the Head of
Charles in Cambridge, Mass.
The Men's and Women's teams
competed in two races each, with
the men entering the Collegiate
eight and Championship eight
races while the women entered
boats in the Collegiate eight and
Club eight contests.
Before the Charles, the
Bantams had two regattas on the
docket. The Riverfront Regatta,
which was supposed to be held
here in Hartford, was canceled
due to poor weather. Thus, the
first competitive rowing of the
fall season came during the Head
of the Housatonic two weeks ago
in Derby, Conn. The Bantams
entered nine boats into five different races and the majority of
the Trinity boats finished in the
top five of their respective races.
The first race of the day for
the Bantams at the Housatonic
was the men's Collegiate eight
Intercollegiate
Rowing
Association race in • which the
boat entered by tri-captain Peter
Graves '07
finished
second

behind the hosting Yale boat.
The Bantams' Collegiate eight
team recorded the fastest time of
the day for any Trinity boat with
a time of 13:56.069, three seconds
ahead of third place finisher
Dowling College.
Trinity entered two boats into
the Collegiate eight non-IRA
race, which immediately followed
the Collegiate IRA race. The two
boats were entered by Eili Roxby
'09 and tri-captain Sam Reiche
'07 and finished fourth and sixth
respectively. Roxby's boat finished about five seconds off the
medal podium with a time of
14:58.058. Third place Boston
College finished at 14.52.987.
The Coast Guard Academy boat
finished
another six seconds
behind the first Trinity boat and
Reiche's boat finished five second behind Coast Guard with a
time of 15:09.257.
The last race for the Trinity
men in Derby was the men's
Collegiate novice eight race in
which the two Bantam boats
came in right behind each other
at third and fourth overall.
Freshmen Nate Kelly and Justin
Yi each entered a boat in the race
and Kelly's boat edged Yi's team
see CREW on page 22

